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Abbreviations 

 

  

Autologous pulmonary valve  APV 

Aortic stenosis AS 

Computed tomography CT 

Congenital Catheterization Collaborative Project on Outcomes–Quality 
Improvement 

C3PO-QI 

Congenital Heart Disease CHD 

Deutsches GrOwnValve Stent DGS 

Deutsches Herzzentrum Berlin DHZB 

Disability-adjusted life years DALYs 

Ejection fraction EF 

Finite element analysis FEA 

Forschungseinrichtungen für Experimentelle Medizin FEM 

Hoop force HF 

Infective endocarditis IE 

Inferior vena cava IVC 

Left bundle branch block LBBB 

Left ventricular outflow tract LVOT 

Newton N 

Paravalvular leak PVL 

Percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation PPVI 

Permanent pacemaker implantation PPI 

Pulmonary artery   PA 

Radial force  RF 

Rheumatic heart disease RHD 

Right bundle branch block RBBB 

Right ventricular end-diastolic volume RVEDVI 

Right ventricular outflow tract RVOT 

Right ventricular systolic pressure RVSP 

Serious adverse events SAE 

Standard ACIS Text file format SAT 

Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data file format STP 

Stereolithography STL 

Structural valve deterioration SVD 

Superior vena cava SVC 

Surgical aortic valve replacement SAVR 

Surgical pulmonary valve replacement SPVR 

Tetralogy of Fallot TOF 

Transcatheter aortic valve implantation TAVI 

Transcatheter aortic valve replacement TAVR 

Transcatheter autologous pulmonary valve replacement TaPVR 

Transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement TPVR 

Tricuspid valve TV 

Valve-in-valve VIV 

Valvular heart disease VHD 
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Abstract (English) 

Background Transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement (TPVR) has asserted its 

position as a cornerstone in cardiology and become a nonsurgical alternative for patients 

with a dysfunctional right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT), demonstrating excellent early 

and late clinical outcomes. Short- and long-term complications of TPVR include stent 

fracture and migration, coronary compression, and valve regurgitation.  

Objective The purpose of this study is to describe methodology for developing Nitinol 

stents by conducting a computational design and finite element analysis in conjunction 

with 3D reconstruction of animal cardiac CT for TPVR. 

Methods 3D cardiac CT reconstruction was achieved using 3D Slicer, from which the 

RVOT + pulmonary artery (PA) was exported for blood flow simulation and hoop force 

acquisition with the stents. Functional stents were designed using Autodesk Fusion 360 

and divided into three morphological geometries: group 1–straight tubular stents, 

group 2–corollaceous stents, and group 3–corollaceous stents with an elliptic geometry. 

Stent simulations for stent life and radial force, and the hoop force of the stent during 

expansion with the RVOT+PA model were obtained in Ansys. The blood flow simulation 

of RVOT+PA was performed using Ansys with the velocity-based coupled solver. 

Results 3D cardiac CT reconstructions were obtained in STL format, from which the right 

ventricle (RV) +PA model was performed for the blood flow simulation and the hoop force 

was obtained with the stents. Twelve functional stents were successfully designed and 

exported in SAT and STP formats for simulation. All stent life (Times)/radial force (N) 

were achieved: Group 1 comprised the stents DGS-3 (3219.2/1.88E+05), DGS-5 

(16406/1.94E+05), DGS-7 (1.00E+06/1.89E+05), DGS-8B (0/3.74E+05), DGS-10B 

(8370.1/2.41E+05), DGS-12D (1.00E+06/2.41E+08); Group 2 comprised the stents 

DGS-8A (0/3.60E+05), DGS-9A (0/3.60E+05), DGS-10A (46093/2.28E+05), DGS-12C 

(2.50E+005/1.69E+05); Group 3 comprised the stents DGS-12A (1.00E+06/2.38E+08), 

DGS-12B (54509/2.20E+05). Hoop force (N) was obtained from the 12 stents: Group 1–

DGS-5 (57802), DGS-7 (54647), DGS-8B (53248), DGS-10B (56650), DGS-12D (46297). 

Group 2–DGS-8A (50490), DGS-9A (60393), DGS-10A (23639), DGS-12C (29802). 

Group 3–DGS-12A (16368), DGS-12B (16368). The RV+PA blood flow simulation 

demonstrated that the anterior part of the PA wall had the largest shear force. 

Conclusions DGS-12C, DGS-12D, DGS-10A, DGS-10B, DGS-7, and DGS-5 can be 

subsequently tested in vitro. Autologous pulmonary valves could be sutured onto the 

functional stents to maintain their original geometry prior to implantation. Pre-implantation 
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3D CT reconstruction and stent simulation can be performed for better evaluation and 

visualization. The RV+PA blood flow simulation may serve as a significant input for the 

design of stents and pulmonary valve to determine the shear force throughout the cardiac 

cycle. 
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Abstrakt (Deutsch) 

Hintergrund Der katheterbasierte Pulmonalklappenersatz ist ein Eckpfeiler der 

Kardiologie und bietet zudem eine nicht-chirurgische Alternative für die Behandlung 

funktionsgestörter rechtsventrikulärer Ausflusstrakte oder bioprothetischer Klappen mit 

hervorragenden frühen und späten klinischen Ergebnissen. Kurz- und langfristige 

Komplikationen von TPVR umfassen Stentfraktur/-migration, Komprimierung der 

Koronararterien und Klappeninsuffizienz. 

Ziel Ziel dieser Studie ist es, die Methodik und das Konzept für Nitinol-Stents mithilfe 

rechnerischer Entwürfe und Finite-Elemente-Analysen anhand von 3D-Rekonstruktionen 

kardialer CT-Untersuchungen in Tieren für die Anwendung von TPVR zu beschreiben. 

Methoden Die 3D-Rekonstruktion der CT-Untersuchungen erfolgte mit der Software 

3D Slicer, aus der die RVOT und Pulmonalarterie (PA) in Verbindung mit den Stents für 

die Blutflusssimulation und die Umfangsspannung exportiert wurde. Die funktionellen 

Stents wurden mit Fusion 360 entworfen und danach in die Formate SAT und STP 

exportiert. Simulationen für die Lebensdauer und Radialkraft sowie für die 

Umfangsspannung der Stents bei der Freisetzung mit dem RVOT+PA-Modell wurden in 

Ansys berechnet. Die Blutflusssimulation von RVOT+PA wurde in Ansys mit dem 

geschwindigkeitsbasierten gekoppelten Solver durchgeführt. 

Ergebnisse Zwölf funktionelle Stents wurden mithilfe von Fusion 360 generiert. SAT- und 

STP-Dateien wurden zur Simulation in Ansys exportiert. 3D Kardio-CT-Rekonstruktionen 

wurden mithilfe im STL-Format kreiert, aus dem das RVOT+PA-Modell des Prä-CT 

ausgewählt wurde, um die Blutflusssimulation durchzuführen und die Ringkraft der Stents 

zu erhalten. Die Lebensdauer (Anzahl) und Radialkraft (N) der Stents wurden wie folgt 

berechnet: DGS-3 (3219.2/1.88E+05), DGS-5 (16406/1.94E+05), DGS-7 

(1.00E+06/1.89E+05), DGS-8A (0/3.60E+05), DGS-8B (0/3.74E+05), DGS-9A 

(0/3.60E+05), DGS-10A (46093/2.28E+05), DGS-10B (8370.1/2.41E+05), DGS-12A 

(1.00E+06/2.38E+08), DGS-12B (54509/2.20E+05), DGS-12D (1.00E+06/2.41E+08), 

DGS-12C (2.50E+005/1.69E+05). Die jeweilige Umspannungskraft (N) wurde wie folgt 

berechnet: DGS-5 (57802), DGS-7 (54647), DGS-8A (50490), DGS-8B (53248), DGS-9A 

(60393), DGS-10A (23639), DGS-10B (56650), DGS-12A (16368), DGS-12B (16368), 

DGS-12C (29802), DGS-12D (46297). Die RV+PA-Blutflusssimulation zeigte, dass der 

vordere Teil der PA-Wand die größte Scherkraft aufwies. 

Schlussfolgerungen DGS-12C, DGS-12D, DGS-10A, DGS-10B, DGS-7 und DGS-5 

können nachfolgend in vitro getestet werden. Autologe Pulmonalklappen können zur 
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Erhaltung der ursprünglichen Geometrie vor der Implantation auf funktionelle Stents 

aufgenäht werden. Vor der Implantation können Kardio-CT 3D-Rekonstruktion und 

Stentsimulationen zur besseren Bewertung und Visualisierung durchgeführt werden. Die 

Blutflusssimulation von RVOT+PA kann einen bedeutsamen Beitrag zur Gestaltung von 

Stents und Pulmonalklappen leisten, um die Scherkraft während des gesamten 

Herzzyklus zu erhalten. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Epidemiology of valvular diseases 

Valvular heart disease (VHD) is a leading cause of physical disability, poor quality of life, 

and shortened life expectancy throughout the world (1-4) (Figure 1). The epidemiology 

of VHD differs significantly across nations, with functional and degenerative disease being 

predominant in high-income countries, while rheumatic heart disease (RHD) is prevalent 

in low- and middle-income countries (5). 

This distribution is evident as RHD continues to be the most prevalent symptom of VHD 

Figure 1. Epidemiology of valvular disease (1) 
A. Changes in age-standardized death rates due to three forms of valvular heart disease. The maps show 
changes in age-standardized death rates between 1990 and 2019 due to rheumatic heart disease (Part a), 
calcific aortic valve disease (Part b), and degenerative mitral valve disease (Part c). Deaths due to 
rheumatic heart disease and degenerative mitral valve disease reduced overall, whereas those due to 
calcific aortic valve disease remained stable. 
B. Changes in age-standardized prevalence of three forms of valvular heart disease from 1990 to 2019. 
The maps show changes in the age-standardized prevalence of rheumatic heart disease (Part a), calcific 
aortic valve disease (Part b), and degenerative mitral valve disease (Part c). The prevalence of rheumatic 
heart disease increased in endemic areas and continued to fall in non-endemic areas. By contrast, the 
prevalence of calcific aortic valve disease increased across the world, whereas the prevalence of 
degenerative mitral valve disease remained largely stable. 
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globally, affecting 40.5 million individuals in 2019 with an annual incidence of 2.8 million. 

Moreover, it caused 306,000 fatalities worldwide in 2019, with a median age of 28.7 years 

in low- and middle-income countries (5). Despite a decrease in global mortality due to 

RHD since 1900, the mortality rate has remained relatively stable since 2000. RHD 

continues to be the primary cause of mortality in the context of VHD, and its incidence is 

on the rise at an alarming rate. Poverty, inequality, and stress are all linked to the 

diagnosis of RHD. Even though global rates of severe poverty have declined in the last 

40-50 years, such advances have not been associated with a decrease in the incidence 

of RHD on a global scale (1). Furthermore, significant disparities still exist between high-

income and middle- or low-income nations. 

There is a strong association of advanced age with calcific aortic valve disease, which 

has a rapidly increasing incidence in high-income nations. Global estimates indicate a 

prevalence of calcific aortic valve disease of 9.4 million people in 2019 (5). According to 

data obtained from a large Australian registry, moderate and severe aortic stenosis are 

closely linked to significant morbidity and mortality, with a 5-year mortality of 56% and 

67%, respectively (6). Calcific aortic valve disease resulted in an estimated 

126,827 deaths in 2019, representing a 138% increase since 1990 with no change in age-

standardized prevalence, and a loss of 1.8 million disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) 

annually (5). 

Around 24.2 million individuals worldwide are afflicted with mitral regurgitation (with a 

greater incidence in older age groups), which contributed to the loss of 0.88 million DALYs 

and the lives of 34,171 people in 2019 (5). Secondary (or functional) mitral regurgitation 

results from morphological changes in the left atrium or left ventricle (with normal valve 

leaflets) (7), and affects up to 24% of patients with systolic heart failure (8). Furthermore, 

of these, 65% have moderate or severe mitral regurgitation (9, 10). In non-rheumatic 

VHD, aortic regurgitation is the third most common type (following aortic stenosis and 

degenerative mitral regurgitation) (11, 12) and can be either caused by primary valve 

pathology (bicuspid aortic valve, RHD, infective endocarditis, connective tissue disease, 

or autoimmune disorders) or be secondary to aortic root dilatation. Aortic valve 

regurgitation is present in 30% of individuals with a bicuspid aortic valve (13) with 

moderate to severe symptoms. Aortic regurgitation is typically moderate in individuals 

with RHD and is very rarely seen as a single lesion (14). Moreover, advanced age is 

correlated with an increase in size of the aortic root, which has a significant hereditary 
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component (15) and is linked with hypertension that differs in systolic (but not diastolic) 

blood pressure (16). 

Congenital heart disease is relatively rare, affecting about 1 in 200 and 1 in 125 live 

infants in China and the United States, respectively (17-19). Valvular anomalies are a 

common component of congenital heart disease, either alone or in combination with other 

congenital symptoms. A bicuspid aortic valve is present in approximately 0.4-0.6% of the 

population (more in men than women) (20, 21), with 6.4% of first-degree relatives of 

affected individuals having the condition as well (22). In addition, high rates of pulmonary 

stenosis (about 0.5 per 1,000 live births) and tetralogy of Fallot (0.3 per 1,000 live births) 

exist, both of which are life-threatening conditions and more common in Asia than in other 

regions of the world (23, 24). The absolute death rate due to congenital heart disease 

decreased by 60% between 1990 and 2019, accompanied by a 28% increase in its global 

prevalence (5). This may be due to improved survival, population growth and better early 

detection via antenatal ultrasound and pediatric echocardiography (25). Similarly, the 

incidence of congenital pulmonary stenosis or tetralogy of Fallot at birth has risen 

significantly worldwide in the last five decades (23). The prevalence of congenital heart 

disease varies by region; for example, in China, the increasing prevalence of congenital 

heart disease is mostly due to patent ductus arteriosus and atrioventricular septal defects 

(rather than congenital valvular heart disease). Meanwhile, the prevalence of congenital 

pulmonary stenosis and tetralogy of Fallot has remained stable or decreased (19). 

1.2. Transcatheter heart valve implantation 

1.2.1 Transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI) 

TAVI has transformed the treatment of aortic stenosis (AS) since it was first performed in 

2002 (26). It is now the gold standard of care for patients with AS who are not suitable for 

open-heart surgery and is approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for patients 

of all surgical risk profiles (Figure 2) (27-29). In a study, 797 high-risk surgical patients 

were randomized (1:1) to TAVI with a self-expanding bioprosthesis (CoreValve System, 

Medtronic, Dublin, Ireland) or to surgical aortic valve replacement (SAVR). The study 

showed that TAVI with self-expanding bioprostheses is associated with survival, safety 

and functional outcomes at 5 years, similar to those with SAVR (30). Meanwhile, 

2032 intermediate-risk patients with severe symptomatic aortic stenosis were enrolled in 

the PARTNER 2 trials, which found no significant differences in the incidence of death 

from any cause or disabling stroke between the TAVI group (SAPIEN XT heart valve 

system, Edwards Lifesciences) and the surgical group (47.9% and 43.4%, respectively) 
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at 5 years (31). Favorable outcomes following TAVI with third-generation balloon-

expandable (SAPIEN 3, Edwards Lifesciences) and self-expanding devices (CoreValve, 

Evolut R, or Evolut PRO, Medtronic, Dublin, Ireland) versus SAVR in low-risk subjects 

showed that the rate of the composite endpoint of death, stroke, or rehospitalization at 

1 year was significantly lower with TAVI than with surgery (28). Also, TAVI was not found 

to be inferior to surgery with respect to the composite endpoint of death or disabling stroke 

at 24 months (29). In a nationwide head-to-head study of matched high-risk patients with 

degenerated bioprosthetic aortic valves, valve-in-valve (VIV) TAVI was shown to be more 

favorable to re-SAVR in terms of 30-day mortality, morbidity, and bleeding complications 

(32). In a 3-year PARTNER follow-up, TAVI for bioprosthetic aortic valve failure was 

associated with favorable survival, improved hemodynamic status, as well as excellent 

functional and quality-of-life outcomes (33). 

1.2.2 Transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement (TPVR) 

Since 2000, when the first TPVR was performed by Bonhoeffer in Paris (34), minimally 

invasive pulmonary valve therapies have been established as an alternative strategy for 

patients with CHD, seeking a balance between deteriorating RVOT dysfunction and 

minimizing the overall number of surgeries throughout a patient’s life (Figure 3).  

Currently, two balloon-expandable devices are available for TPVR: the MelodyTM valve 

(Medtronic plc, Ireland; CE mark in 2006) and SAPIEN XT (Edwards Lifesciences LLC, 

Figure 2. Comparative overview of selected TAVI devices 
AR: aortic regurgitation; AS: aortic stenosis; DS: delivery system; Fr: French scale; NA: not available; PPM: 
permanent pacemaker; PTFE: polytetrafluoroethylene; PVL: paravalvular leak; RCT: randomized 
controlled trial; Tao: transaortic; TA: transapical; TF: transfemoral; TS: trans-subclavian. 
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USA; FDA approval in 2017). The devices have different specifications related to the 

intended TPVI diameters (MelodyTM valve: 18, 20, and 22 mm; SAPIEN XT: 20, 23, 26, 

and 29 mm). In a large-scale cohort of CHD patients with RVOT dysfunction from 42 heart 

centers, the post-approval MELODY Registry confirmed the efficacy of TPVI with the 

MelodyTM valve, with an incidence rate of 4.2% per person per year (95% CI 3.7–4.9) for 

the composite endpoint of TPVI-related death, reoperation, and reintervention, as well as 

an incidence rate of 2.3% per person per year (95% CI 1.9–2.8) for infective endocarditis, 

resulting in significant morbidity and mortality (35). Furthermore, the MelodyTM valve was 

also found to be feasible and safe when applied in expandable small-diameter RVOT 

conduits with favorable early and long-term procedural and hemodynamic outcomes (36). 

Moreover, TPVR with the Melody valve showed similar long-term outcomes in terms of 

survival and freedom of reinterventions compared with surgical pulmonary valve 

replacement (SPVR) (37). Another recently reported multicenter study containing the 

largest series of patients who underwent TPVR with a SAPIEN XT or S3 valve showed 

generally excellent procedural outcomes, which are particularly encouraging in relation to 

large valves implanted in patients with a large native/patched RVOT (38). However, the 

MelodyTM valve and the SAPIEN XT or S3 valve had a higher incidence of serious 

adverse events (SAE) during TPVR in the C3PO-QI (Congenital Catheterization 

Collaborative Project on Outcomes–Quality Improvement) registry with uncommon 

mortality, greater radiation dose compared to other congenital interventions (associated 

with patient and procedural factors), and common reintervention during the early follow-

up (39). The Venus P-valve, which has a self-expanding platform design, is feasible and 

safe in patients with severe pulmonary regurgitation (PR) who have previously undergone 

correction of tetralogy of Fallot with a transannular patch (40), which has been found to 

serve as an efficacious and minimally invasive alternative to SPVR in selected patients 

with a large RVOT, yielding better right ventricular and pulmonary valve function at the 

midterm follow-up (41, 42). 

Figure 3. Comparative overview of selected TPVR devices 
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1.3.  Indications for TAVI and TPVR 

1.3.1 Indications for TAVI 

TAVI has been shown to be effective in older patients with symptomatic severe aortic 

stenosis, though its indication has recently been expanded in order to lower the risk and 

enable its use in younger patients (42, 43). The ESC/EACTS 2021 and AHA/ACC 2020 

guidelines for the management of valvular heart disease (44, 45), which outline 

straightforward indications for TAVI or SAVR and provide considerable discretionary 

advice to clinicians, have helped strengthen TAVI's central position in the contemporary 

management of AS. 

The decision between performing TAVI and SAVR should be based on the individual 

patient’s risk-benefit ratio as well as their suitability for either treatment. An aortic anatomy 

that permits transfemoral delivery as well as the presence of severe comorbidities are 

additional criteria that favor the use of TAVI. Other variables that favor the use of TAVI 

include age ≥ 75 years, prior cardiac surgery, frailty, limited mobility, and diseases that 

are likely to impair rehabilitation (44, 45). 

Evidence-based therapy recommendations for individuals suffering from severe valvular 

disease are based on a strong foundation of research. Although interventions in 

asymptomatic patients remain a matter of debate, any decision should be made after 

conducting a thorough consideration of the possible benefits versus the risks of the 

intervention and its long-term effects. To avoid permanent left ventricular myocardial 

alterations that may later lead to clinical symptoms and unfavorable cardiac events, it is 

important to carry out such interventions as early as possible. Emerging risk factors in 

individuals with asymptomatic AS include extremely severe valve blockage, high serum 

natriuretic peptide levels, and imaging indications favoring myocardial fibrosis or 

increased extracellular myocardial volume. Patients with a minimal surgical risk (STS 

< 4%) and no characteristics that favor TAVI should undergo SAVR, which implies that it 

is not currently indicated for the treatment of asymptomatic severe AS, though this may 

change in the future (45). If a patient has AR, the potential benefit of early intervention in 

preventing left ventricular dilatation and dysfunction must be weighed against the long-

term risk of having a prosthetic valve. This is particularly important as severe AR 

frequently occurs in younger patients with a congenital bicuspid valve. 

1.3.2 Indications for TPVR 

TPVR was originally intended as an additional treatment in patients with a dysfunctional 
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RVOT, rather than as a substitute for surgery in those with a dysfunctional RVOT. Its goal 

was to increase the lifespan of surgically implanted conduits and decrease the number of 

surgical procedures required by CHD patients with RVOT dysfunction throughout the 

course of their lives. 

Determining the optimal time for an intervention on the RVOT continues to be a challenge. 

Currently, the criteria for TPVI are the same as those for SPVR. When asymptomatic 

individuals with moderate to severe PR meet one of the following criteria, pulmonary valve 

replacement is recommended: 

♥ Significant RV dilatation (RVEDVI > 150 mL/m², or RVESVI > 80 mL/m2) 

♥ RV dysfunction (RV EF < 45%) 

♥ Sustained atrial or ventricular arrhythmia 

♥ RVOT obstruction with RVSP > 2/3 systemic or peak RVSP > 80 mmHg 

♥ Progressive tricuspid regurgitation (at least moderate) (46, 47) 

In symptomatic patients, intervention is indicated when there is moderate or severe PR, 

or significant stenosis with peak RVSP > 60 mmHg (46, 47). 

Based on the ESC guidelines for the management of adult congenital heart disease (47), 

TPVR or PPVI has been used as an alternative to surgical intervention in certain 

situations. Due to its demonstrated safety and effectiveness profile, this developing 

technology has emerged as a viable option for surgery in a majority of patients suffering 

from RVOT dysfunction. There was no particular focus placed on surgery or TPVR as a 

first-line treatment. Accordingly, these two options were chosen in view of each individual 

patient’s criteria.  

As further research has been conducted, particularly with the publication of findings from 

a larger group of retrospective controlled studies in Europe, TPVR has been shown to 

have no statistically significant difference in long-term survival or valve durability when 

compared with surgical procedures, indicating that the two procedures are equivalent. 

Additionally, as TPVR is less invasive than surgery, patients have reported less 

discomfort. In 2018, AHA/ACC issued a guideline in view of evidence-based research 

(46), proposing TPVR rather than surgery as first-line treatment for patients with suitable 

anatomical conditions. This decision marked a major change in the clinical landscape. 

Due to ethical considerations, it is important to emphasize that these two cohorts (TPVR 

vs. surgery) cannot be allocated in a randomized controlled study due to the inherent 

difficulties. Therefore, according to ESC advice, TPVR is recommended as a category I 
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indication despite limited high-level evidence (47). A thorough analysis was conducted 

along with implementing the corresponding recommendations, which resulted in 

considering interventional therapy rather than surgery in this group of patients. 

Furthermore, invoking a discussion between the patient and surgeon about whether to 

combine intervention and surgery to improve the patient's condition has gained traction, 

which is a significant advantage. 

1.4. Current issues associated with TAVI and TPVR 

1.4.1 Current issues associated with TAVI 

Although TAVI has become the gold standard of care for patients with low-high surgical 

risks, various medical device-related issues remain. These include: 

♥ Valve durability and function (48-51) 

Structural valve deterioration (SVD) is characterized as persistent intrinsic alterations in 

the valve (calcification, pannus, and leaflet failure) that result in degeneration and/or 

malfunction, which in turn may lead to valvular stenosis or intra-prosthetic regurgitation. 

The risk of SVD is significantly affected by the design of the valve as well as the age of 

the patient at the time of implantation.  

♥ Stroke 

Stroke is a severe consequence of TAVI and is associated with a 5- to 10-fold higher risk 

of short-term death in a hospital setting (27). Moreover, patients undergoing TAVI are at 

an elevated risk of having an embolic stroke both during the operation (related mainly to 

valve placement and deployment) and during the post-procedural period, which may 

extend from several weeks to several months (48).  

♥ Permanent pacemaker implantation (PPI) 

It is typical for patients to have cardiac conduction system interference following TAVI, 

with new left bundle branch block (LBBB) or total atrioventricular block requiring the 

implantation of a pacemaker in 5–35% of cases (52). Risk factors have been found to be 

associated with procedures, devices, and various patient factors including advanced age, 

male sex, pre-existing conduction disorders (particularly right bundle branch block, 

RBBB), a small outflow tract, or calcification of the aortic or mitral valve annulus (53).  

♥ Infective endocarditis (IE) 

Infective endocarditis affects approximately 0.5–3% of patients within the first year 

following TAVI and has an in-hospital mortality of 30–60% (54, 55). Infections are caused 
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by Enterococci, which enter the circulation via the gastrointestinal or the genitourinary 

tract and are the most frequent cause of TAVI-related endocarditis (55).  

♥ Coronary obstruction (56) and stent fracture (57) 

The risk of coronary obstruction with TAVI is not a novel notion. Aortic stenosis and 

coronary artery disease commonly coexist, with rates reaching 82% in high-risk 

individuals(58). A recent Medicare data study(59) revealed that up to 4.7 percent of TAVR 

patients presented with an acute coronary syndrome over a median follow-up of 297 days. 

Although this may appear to be a low number, the death rate is disproportionately high, 

with over one-third of patients dying within 30 days. As more patients opt for TAVR over 

surgery, it is obvious that coronary access will become a more relevant concern in the 

long-term treatment of both coronary artery disease and aortic stenosis. 

♥ Vascular access 

Transfemoral valve delivery is now possible in at least 90% of cases, facilitated by smaller 

delivery systems and expandable sheaths or by adopting a sheath-free technique. In 

addition, the frequency of severe vascular complications has decreased to less than 2% 

(60). Even though not all access methods have been studied thoroughly, retrospective 

data have indicated that a subclavian access is the safest option for non-femoral access, 

with comparable results to transfemoral approaches (61). 

1.4.2 Current issues associated with TPVR 

♥ Stent fracture 

Despite regular pre-stenting, stent fracture may still typically occur with the Melody valve 

(5–16%) and is also the most frequent cause for reintervention (62). The following risk 

factors are linked with stent fracture: young age, high pre- and post-procedural RVOT 

gradients, small angiographic conduit diameter, stent recoil or compression after 

deployment, and valve placement directly beneath the sternum (63). Until now, stent 

fractures have not been reported with the SAPIEN valve.  

♥ Conduit rupture/RVOT dissection 

RVOT dissection or conduit rupture may occur from wire perforation or balloon inflation 

because of the possibility of severe morbidity and death. Rupture occurs more often in 

the presence of highly calcified conduits or homografts, with a frequency of up to 9% as 

reported in a study, while a pooled meta-analysis has indicated a risk of 4.1% (64).  

♥ Valve migration/embolization 

Surgical intervention may be required in cases of valve embolization or migration, where 
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the valve may be retrieved to the inferior vena cava (IVC) and then stented to flatten the 

valve leaflets; however, this procedure harbors a risk of damage to the RV, TV, and IVC.  

♥ Infective endocarditis 

The risk of infective endocarditis following TPVR has been estimated to be 5.7%; in most 

cases, it responds to antibiotics without the need for reintervention (65). In the 

pathophysiology of post-TPVR endocarditis, a high residual RVOT gradient, 

consequential turbulence, and in-situ thrombosis have all been identified as contributing 

factors.  

♥ Obstruction of pulmonary blood flow caused by valve displacement into the PA (66)  

♥ Coronary ischemia resulting from coronary compression. (67) 

1.5. The scope of this work 

The core components of the TPVR/TAVI and TPVR system can be divided into four parts: 

stent design, 3D geometry of the heart valve, delivery system, and pre-treatment for 

crosslinking of the pericardium. As carriers of a heart valve, present-day stents are unable 

to avoid the above complications. Accordingly, in this dissertation, different functional 

series of stents are developed using Autodesk Fusion 360 and are then combined with 

previously prepared animal pre-CT 3D reconstructions to obtain the stents’ radial force, 

life, and hoop force in Ansys 2021 R2. In this work, the stent designs are named DGS 

which stand for “Deutsches Herzzentrum Berlin- GrOwnValve Stent”. This study is the 

first to conceptualize anatomical functional stent designs for autologous heart valve 

mounting in the context of TPVR. The aim of this work is to describe and illustrate key 

functional design features of the new stents for future use in transcatheter autologous 

pulmonary valve replacement with 3D model simulation, making the suture procedure 

reproducible and effective for the real-time application in the operating room. 
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2. Methods 

2.1. Animal cardiac CT acquisition and 3D reconstruction in 3D Slicer 

2.1.1 Intravenous anesthesia for cardiac CT 

All cardiac CT data were acquired from GrOwnValve preclinical trials (IVC113-G 0062/18) 

in a translational sheep model with the approval of the legal and ethical committee of the 

State Office for Health and Social Affairs, Berlin (LAGeSo). All animals received humane 

care in compliance with the guidelines of the European and German Societies of 

Laboratory Animal Science (FELASA, GV-SOLAS). In addition, cardiac CTs from 

21 animals were reconstructed using the open-source software 3D Slicer. Anesthetic set-

ups (68) were performed at Forschungseinrichtungen für Experimentelle Medizin (FEM)-

Campus Virchow-Klinikum Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin. 

❖ Sheep (young adult sheep, 47.4 ± 5.8 kg, female, Ovis aries) were tranquilized with 

premedication of midazolam (2 mg/mL, 0.4 mg/kg), butorphanol (10 mg/mL, 0.4 mg/kg) 

and glycopyrronium bromide (200 mcg/mL, 0.011 mg/kg) by intramuscular injection. 

❖ After 15 min of injection, the physical condition was checked once the sheep became 

docile. 

❖ An 18 G catheter with an injection port was placed aseptically in the cephalic vein 

with perfusion lines joined to a T-connector for anesthesia and contrast agent. 

❖ The sheep were anesthetized through intravenous injection of propofol (20 mg/mL, 

1-2.5 mg/kg) and fentanyl (0.01 mg/kg). 

❖ The sheep were checked for symptoms of tranquilization like jaw relaxation, loss of 

the swallowing and the ciliary reflex. 

❖ The sheep were intubated with a 6.5-8 mm tracheal tube and a gastric tube was 

placed into the stomach for gastric fluid aspiration followed by an intravenous injection of 

propofol (20 mg/mL, 1-2.5 mg/kg) and fentanyl (0.01 mg/kg). 

❖ Total anesthesia was achieved by intravenously injecting propofol (10 mg/mL, 2.5-

8.0 mg/kg/h) and ketamine (10 mg/mL, 2-5 mg/kg/h) in preparation for cardiac CT. 

2.1.2 Cardiac CT protocol 

All animal CTs were performed at DHZB following the steps below (68). 

❖ The sheep were transferred from Forschungseinrichtungen für Experimentelle 

Medizin to the CT room of the DHZB after the preparations. All sheep were scanned in 

the prone position after securely fixing them on the CT bed with three bandages on the 

forelimbs, abdomen, and hind limbs. 

❖ Cardiac CT was performed on a 64-slice dual-source multidetector CT system with 
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ECG gating. The standard acquisition technical parameters were set as follows: gantry 

rotation time 0.33 s, 100-320 mAs per rotation, 120 kV tube voltage, matrix 256 with a 16-

bit depth, deviation effective X-ray dose 15.5±11.6 mSv, slice thickness 0.75 mm. 

❖ Contrast enhancement was achieved by administering 2-2.5 mL/kg of iodinated 

contrast agent at a rate of 5 mL/s via the T-connector on the forelimb. 

❖ The 4D CT scanning protocol was performed sequentially. The entire cardiac cycle 

was divided into eleven frames from 0% to 100% with 10% R-wave to R-wave (R-R) 

intervals covering the cardiac cycle. An end-diastolic phase was carried out at 

approximately 70% of the R-R interval for analysis for the 3D series. Sagittal, coronal, 

and axial data were obtained in each frame of the 4D CT, as well as in 70% of the 3D 

series. 

❖ A bolus tracking method was used for contrast bolus timing in the region of interest 

on the main pulmonary artery to achieve ideal synchronization. No beta-blockers were 

administered to any of the sheep. 

❖ The sheep were transferred back to the FEM and the perfusion of propofol, and 

ketamine was stopped after scanning. The sheep regained consciousness 10-20 min 

after extubation. 

❖ Anesthesiologists and veterinarians oversaw the entire anesthesia treatment until the 

sheep were fully awake and able to move freely. 

2.1.3 Cardiac CT data loading into 3D Slicer 

All cardiac CT data were loaded into 3D Slicer as DICOM files with the pre-check function 

using the advanced manual in the software. The "Crop Volume" function in the "Module" 

was then used to obtain the desired CT series (50-70% valve reconstruction in general) 

in order to create a new annotation ROI combined by selecting "Interpolated cropping” 

and “Isotropic spacing". The spacing scale was then set at 1.00x to adjust the ROI in the 

CT images to the appropriate range. 

2.1.4 Cardiac CT segmentation settings 

Various segmentations were created for different sections of the heart in the "Segment 

Editor" module: Aorta→ Hollowed aorta→ Aortic root→ Aortic root tube→ Aortic valve, 

Left ventricle→ Left ventricular myocardium, Left atrium→ Left atrial myocardium, Right 

ventricle→ Right ventricular myocardium, Right atrium→ Right atrial myocardium, 

SVC+IVC, Pulmonary artery→ Hollowed pulmonary artery→ Pulmonary root→ 

Pulmonary arterial tube→ Pulmonary valve, Left heart, Right heart, Heart and the stent 

(post-CT). The "Four-Up" scene Axial+Sagittal+Coronal+3D was used to paint different 
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parts of the heart with the settings "Sphere brush", editable area "Everywhere", editable 

intensity range and "Allow overlap" to modify the other segments’ function. A single 

segment was then selected to paint slice-by-slice, but only for the shape of the aortic 

valve and the pulmonary valve. After painting the two valves, a larger sphere brush 

diameter was used to paint the rest of the great vessels. It is preferable to use the three 

views of the images for tracking the pulmonary artery, pulmonary vein, and aorta. 

After painting the two great vessels, the painting sequence should be continued as 

follows: SVC+IVC→ Left atrium→ Right atrium. The margins of these structures will be 

used to paint the two ventricles.  

2.1.5 Smoothing methods in 3D Slicer 

Smoothing methods include “Closing” (2-3mm), “Median” (1-2mm), and “Gaussian” 

(1-2mm). The “Editable Button” should be closed first; otherwise, smoothing can only be 

performed with a limited intensity range. It is recommended to smooth the aorta first, 

followed by tracking the right and left coronary arteries slice-by-slice for coronary artery 

painting, as well as for the small branches of the pulmonary artery and pulmonary vein. 

2.1.6 Myocardial segmentation settings 

After creating the 3D models of the left and right chambers, the “Hollow” function in the 

Segment Editor module was applied to build shells for the four chambers to mimic the 

myocardium (depending on the thickness of each chamber): left and right atriums 

(1-1.5 mm), left ventricle (6-10 mm), and right ventricle (4-8 mm). 

2.1.7 Computational cutting of the aortic and pulmonary valves 

“Logical operators” was used in the segmentation module to create the aortic root, 

hollowed aortic root, aortic valve, pulmonary artery root, hollowed aortic root, and 

pulmonary artery. The “Hollow” function was then used to create a shell for the two major 

vessels with a thickness of 1-1.5 mm. Next, the hollowed aortic and pulmonary root were 

erased using a sphere brush (1-2 mm) according to the valvular margins in the CT 

images. After erasing, a 1-2 mm sphere brush was used to create the free edges and 

commissures of the two heart valves. Regarding the aortic valve 3D model, the right and 

left coronary arteries were kept in the hollowed root models. 

2.1.8 Saving and exporting 3D segmentation files  

All segmentations were saved in the CT DICOM folder in the formats MRML and NRRD 

and exported into the STL format for 3D printing in our lab. 

In this monography, the animal J Pre-CT was chosen to illustrate the procedure of the 3D 

reconstruction in 3D Slicer. 
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2.2. Functional stent designs in Fusion 360 (Educational Version) 

2.2.1 2D sketch drawings of functional stents 

2D sketches were created on the basis of the various design ideas. Both the width and 

depth of the frame were 0.3 mm. In this study, all stents were designed with a diameter 

of 30 mm and divided into different functional segments to mount a 30-mm diameter new 

tri-leaflet pulmonary valve with a Nitinol shape-memory self-expandable frame. 

2.2.2 Groups of functional stents in general and their 3D shaping 

The functional stents were designed using Autodesk Fusion 360, and were divided into 

three morphological geometries, The material of the DGS stents used in Fusion 360 was 

satin steel whose bending factor (K-factor is 0.44) because there were no Nitinol 

properties in the educational version of Fusion 360. After creating and exporting the 3D 

models of the DGS stents, the Nitinol properties were applied for the stent simulations 

which are illustrated below. 

♥ Group 1– Straight tubular stents to host an autologous pulmonary valve (APV) with 

a circular opening orifice: DGS-3, DGS-5, DGS-7, DGS-8B, DGS-10B, DGS-12D. 

For the straight circular stent, a circle with the desired diameter was drawn as the tract 

for length for the 2D sketch emboss. The embossing depth (Figure 4C) ranged from 

0.3 m to 4 mm depending on the location of the stent. The cylinder was embossed with a 

third of the circumference of the stent’s 2D sketch. After embossing, the cylinder was 

extruded as "shearing" from the stent embossing. 1/3 model of the stent was then 

Figure 4. Representative illustration of stent design (DGS-12D) in Group 1. A: Front view of the 2D 
stent sketch; B: Circular tract for 2D sketch embossing; C: Cylindrical template created by extruding the 
circular tract before 2D stent sketch embossing; D-F: Cylindrical template created by extruding the circular 
tract after 2D stent sketch embossing (Top, main, and front views). 
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visualized on the platform. The circle was divided into three equal fan shapes at a 120o 

angle. The fan shape margins were subsequently used to build faces for the mirror of the 

1/3 model. Afterward, a straight circular stent was established, and the mirror function 

was then applied in the software. Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

❖ DGS-3 was divided into three functional segments. Figure 6. 

Segment I: This segment was designed for PA anchoring with V-shaped struts with six 

connective zones to link to segment II for each new leaflet to maintain a stable radial force 

and hoop force following deployment. 

Segment II: New leaflet loading zones with two specific suture lines at the commissural 

horizontal and fixation points for hosting the edges of the new leaflets. Every leaflet edge 

has balanced support struts for the three leaflets hosting, and each leaflet can be sutured 

Figure 6. The architectures of DGS-3. 
A: Top segment for pulmonary artery anchoring; B: Circular middle segment for the two suture lines at the 
commissural horizontal and support struts in every leaflet edge to host new leaflets; C: Segment for RVOT 
anchoring; D: Expanded 2D sketch illustration with a virtual heart valve; blue dots are the suture points at 
the APV edges to the stent, red dots are the suture points on the APV conduit to the stent or the potential 
suture points to the stent; E: Crimped 2D and 3D illustration. 

Figure 5. Calculation of bend allowance.  

At = bend allowance (mm),  

A = bend angle (radian),  

R = 0.3 mm bend radius, 

T = 0.3 mm sheet thickness,  

K = 0.44 bend factor calculate. 
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at eleven specified suture sites aligned in the grids. There are also 8 potential suture 

locations to further fixate every leaflet if the mounting requires tightening. 

Segment III: For RVOT anchoring with six symmetrical struts connecting to segment II. 

❖ DGS-5 also had three functional segments, Figure 7. 

Segment I: This segment was designed to assist the stented heart valve to anchor onto 

the PA with 18 Y-shaped struts as well as three strong struts linked to the three 

commissures. 

Segment II: Middle segment with specific symbols at the commissural horizontal and 

mellifluous support struts for hosting new leaflets as well as four mellifluous support struts 

in every leaflet edge for hosting new leaflets. Each leaflet can be sutured at eleven 

specific suture points aligned in the grids. Furthermore, the stent had 16 potential suture 

points for extra fixation for tighter mounting. 

Segment III: This segment was used for anchoring onto the RVOT with large open-cell 

architectures linked to segment II. 

❖ DGS-7 had four functional segments to support its performance, Figure 8. 

Segment I: This segment was designed for PA anchoring with 18 symmetrical large open 

cells along the circumference with two conterminous zones that linked with cells in 

segment II. 

Figure 7. The architectures of DGS-5. 
A: Top segment for pulmonary artery anchoring; B: Circular middle segment for the two suture lines at the 
commissural horizontal and support struts in every leaflet edge to host new leaflets; C: Segment for RVOT 
anchoring; D: Expanded 2D sketch illustration with a virtual heart valve; blue dots are the suture points at 
the APV edges to the stent, red dots are the suture points on the APV conduit to the stent or the potential 
suture points to the stent; E: Crimped 2D and 3D illustration. 
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Segment II: This segment had "Y" and "人" joints of cells at the commissural horizontal 

as sewing symbols. The diamond cell in the third layer of the stent for native heart valve 

compression provides the new heart valve with enough space to deliver its action during 

the cardiac cycle as well as secure its cylindrical geometry. 

Segment III: This segment was designed for new PV mounting with 13 specific suture 

points for each leaflet. It was equipped with five simplified support struts to connect along 

segment IV to ensure the integrity of the stent as a whole. 

Segment IV: This segment was designed to assist the stent in anchoring onto the RVOT 

with symmetrical cells and had three small cells as hooks at the bottom part that were 

120° to one another. 

❖ DGS-8B had four functional segments without any outstretched arms or crowns at 
the top, middle and RVOT, Figure 9. 
Segment I: This segment consisted of 12 large X-shaped open-cell struts, each of which 

had three struts to connect to segment II to ensure the integrity of the stent, which can be 

aligned towards the pulmonary trunk.  

Segment II: This segment consisted of two functional parts: Two circular suture lines at 

the commissural horizontals with 0.3-mm diameter holes for 5-0 polypropylene for running 

or interrupted sutures, and three vertical arms to secure the artificial heart valve and to 

compress the native leaflets. 

Figure 8. The architectures of DGS-7. 
A: Top segment for pulmonary artery anchoring; B: Circular middle segment for the two suture lines at the 
commissural horizontal and native heart valve compression; C: Segment III for new heart valve sewing with 
simplified support structures; D: Segment for RVOT anchoring; E: Expanded 2D sketch illustration with a 
virtual heart valve; blue dots are the suture points at the APV edges to the stent, the red arrow shows the 
retrieval cell that can be connected with the delivery system for APV repositioning; F: Crimped 2D and 3D 
illustration. 
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Segment III: This segment was designed for hosting the new heart valve and consisted 

of three functional parts: 1. Nine specific suture points for each leaflet at approximately 

equal distance, 2. symmetrical support struts for sewing the leaflets, and 3. hook position 

for repositioning a stented heart valve. 

Segment IV: This segment consisted of 12 large X-shaped open-cell struts with 15 struts 

to connect to segment III to ensure the integrity of the stent, which can be aligned to the 

RVOT. 

❖ DGS-10B was designed with four functional segments without a crown to host a tri-

leaflet heart valve, Figure 10. 

Segment I: This segment had 12 large open X-shaped cells with a coaxial alignment in 

accordance with segment II-IV. 

Segment II: This segment consisted of two functional parts: Two horizontal sewing lines 

for fixing a tri-leaflet heart valve onto the stent with a circular geometry and three vertical 

arms to compress the native leaflet.  

Segment III: This segment was comprised of two functional parts: Approximate 

determinate suture points for hosting the leaflets and a strong asymmetrical support frame 

with retrieving struts for stent repositioning.  

Segment IV: This segment was designed for RVOT anchoring with a vertical geometry. 

Figure 9. The architectures of DGS-8B. 
A: Top segment for pulmonary artery anchoring; B: Circular middle segment for the two suture lines at the 
commissural horizontal and native heart valve compression; C: Segment III for sewing the new heart valve 
with simplified support structures; D: Segment for RVOT anchoring; E: Expanded 2D sketch illustration with 
a virtual heart valve; blue dots are the suture points at the APV edges to the stent; F: Crimped 2D and 3D 
illustration. 
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❖ DGS-12D had four functional segments to ensure its performance during implantation, 

Figure 11. 

Segment I: This segment had 12 large open X-shaped cells with a coaxial alignment for 

anchoring at the MPA, with three struts connected with the two commissural horizontal 

suture lines to maintain the strength of the stent. 

Segment II: This segment was composed of two functional parts: Two suture lines at the 

commissural horizontal for heart valve fixation and three vertical arms to guard the leaflets 

Figure 10. The architectures of DGS-10B. 
A: Top segment for pulmonary artery anchoring; B: Circular middle segment for the two suture lines at the 
commissural horizontal and native heart valve compression; C: Segment III for sewing the new heart valve 
with simplified support structures; D: Segment for RVOT anchoring; E: Expanded 2D sketch illustration with 
a virtual heart valve; blue dots are the suture points at the APV edges to the stent; F: Crimped 2D and 3D 
illustration. 

Figure 11. The architectures of DGS-12D. 
A: Top segment for pulmonary artery anchoring; B: Circular middle segment for the two suture lines at the 
commissural horizontal and native heart valve compression; C: Segment III for sewing the new heart valve 
with simplified support structures; D: Segment for RVOT anchoring; E: Expanded 2D sketch illustration with 
a virtual heart valve; blue dots are the suture points at the APV edges to the stent; F: Crimped 2D and 3D 
illustration. 
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and compress the native leaflets. 

Segment III: This segment had three functional segments: An asymmetrical support 

frame with approximate determinate suture points and three guard arches for the basal 

segment of the leaflets. Furthermore, structures at the second suture point connections 

between the two leaflet junctions below the three commissures can be used as a hook-

connect point with the delivery system to reposition the stented heart valve. 

Segment IV: This segment was designed for anchoring onto the RVOT with 

30 asymmetrical cells which connected to segment III. 

♥ Group 2– Corollaceous stents to host an autologous pulmonary valve with a circular 

opening orifice: DGS-8A, DGS-9A, DGS-10A, DGS-12C.  

For these three circular stents with outstretched arms, the "sheet metal" method was used 

to bend the 2D solid bodies after extruding the 2D sketch in 0.3 mm as the thickness of 

the stents, Figure 5. The bend allowance for a bending process was calculated with the 

following Equation 1. After obtaining the desired bending model with different 

parameters, all solid bodies were combined together to acquire 1/2 model of the stent. 

Afterward, a whole stent model was created using the mirror function in the software, 

Figure 12. 

𝐴𝑡 = 𝐴(𝑅 + 𝐾 ∗ 𝑇)                           (1) 

❖ DGS-8A and DGS-9A 

DGS-8A had the same design concept as DGS-9A, which consisted of four functional 

components: 1. Top lotus crown for pulmonary artery anchoring, 2. middle crown for 

native leaflet compression and two suture lines at the commissural horizontal, 3.  

Figure 12. Representative illustration of stent design (DGS-12C) in Group 2. A-B: Outstretched arm 
before sheet metal with sheet metal sketch; C-D: RVOT crown before sheet metal with sheet metal sketch; 
D-F: RVOT crown after sheet metal with sheet metal sketch. RVOT- right ventricular outflow tract. 
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symmetrical support architectures for suturing new leaflets, and 4. basal crown for RVOT 

anchoring, Figure 14 and Figure 13. 

DSG-8A and DGS-9A differed from one another in the design philosophy of the top lotus 

crown. The top crown of DGS-8A was designed to be 34 mm in diameter, with a 2-mm 

offset from the core segment hosting the 30-mm diameter new heart valve for greater 

dilation of the pulmonary artery. Furthermore, at the top of this crown, tiny-outstretched 

arms were present at the distal end of the cells with a 0.2-mm offset from the top crown. 

Figure 13. The architectures of DGS-9A. 
A: Top crown without tiny outstretched arms for pulmonary artery anchoring; B: Circular middle portion for 
the two suture lines at the commissural horizontal and native heart valve compression; C: Portion III for 
sewing the new heart valve with strong support structures; D: Crown for RVOT anchoring; E: Expanded 2D 
sketch illustration with a virtual heart valve; blue dots are the suture points at the APV edges to the stent, 
the black arrows shows the vertical crown which is the major difference from DGS-8A; F: Crimped 2D and 
3D illustration. 

Figure 14. The architectures of DGS-8A. 
A: Top crown with tiny outstretched arms for pulmonary artery anchoring; B: Circular middle portion for the 
two suture lines at the commissural horizontal and native heart valve compression; C: Portion III for sewing 
the new heart valve with strong support structures; D: Crown for RVOT anchoring; E: Expanded 2D sketch 
illustration with a virtual heart valve; blue dots are the suture points at the APV edges to the stent, the 
three black arrows show the outstretched arms and crown which are the major difference from DGS-9A, 
and two guard layers at the RVOT crown; F: Crimped 2D and 3D illustration. 
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This design was meant to ensure better anchoring at the pulmonary artery and prevent 

stented heart valve migration throughout the cardiac cycle. 

Segment I: The distal perpendicular crown aligned to the pulmonary trunk consisted of 

12 large open-cell struts. Each X-shaped cell had three struts to connect with segment II 

to ensure the integrity of the stent. 

Segment II: This segment comprised two functional parts: Two circular suture lines at 

the commissural horizontals with 0.3-mm diameter holes for 5-0 polypropylene for running 

or interrupted sutures, and three outstretched arms which were offset 1.5 mm from the 

diameter of the top crown and segment III for the security of the artificial heart valve and 

compression of native leaflets. 

Segment III: This segment was designed to host the new heart valve and included three 

functional parts: 1. Nine specific suture points for each leaflet at approximately equal 

distance, 2. symmetrical support struts for sewing the leaflets, and 3. hook position for 

stented heart valve repositioning. Each leaflet had nine equal distances for sewing onto 

the stent using running or interrupted sutures. 

Segment IV: This segment was designed for RVOT anchoring with two guard layers. The 

first layer can be anchored at the basal horizontal of the native valve, while the second 

layer can heal the stented heart valve anchor at the RVOT. 

❖ DGS-10A was designed with four functional segments with three crowns to host a tri-

leaflet APV for TaPVR, Figure 15. 

Figure 15. The architectures of DGS-10A. 
A: Top crown with vertical crown for pulmonary artery anchoring; B: Circular middle segment for the two 
suture lines at the commissural horizontal and native heart valve compression; C: Segment III for sewing 
the new heart valve with strong support structures; D: Crown for RVOT anchoring; E: Expanded 2D sketch 
illustration with a virtual heart valve; blue dots are the suture points at the APV edges to the stent, the 
black arrows show the outstretched arms, two guard layers for RVOT anchoring; F: Crimped 2D and 3D 
illustration. 
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Segment I: The distal crown to the PA had 12 large open X-shaped cells with a coaxial 

alignment in accordance with segment II-IV, thus offering ideal blood flow conduction for 

TOF patients. These large cells were concatenated with the copular struts from 

segment II, which can help keep the stent still during the whole cardiac cycle. 

Segment II: This segment consisted of two functional parts: Two horizontal sewing lines 

for tri-leaflet PV fixation onto the stent with a circular geometry and protracted arms with 

a 2-mm offset from the central diameter (30 mm) for compressing the native leaflet to 

provide ideal space for endoprosthesis valve opening. 

Segment III: This segment was comprised of two functional parts: Approximate 

determinate suture points for hosting the leaflets and a strong asymmetrical support frame 

with retrieving struts for stent repositioning. Each leaflet frame had 17 sewing points at 

approximately equal distances ranging from 2.7 mm to 3.1 mm. Compared to the DGS-12 

series, the DGS-10 series lacked three guard arches at the basal segment. 

Segment IV: This segment was designed for RVOT anchoring with two layers of offset 

(0.5 mm and 3.5 mm) from the central stent diameter. 

❖ DGS-12C was designed with four functional segments with four crowns to host a tri-

leaflet APV for TaPVR, Figure 16. 

Segment I: The distal crown to the PA had 12 large open X-shaped cells with nine 

connecting struts to segment II to keep the stent still during the whole cardiac cycle. 

Segment II: The middle crown of DGS-12C had a circular design with the same diameter 

Figure 16. The architectures of DGS-12C. 
A: Top crown for pulmonary artery anchoring with a circular geometry; B: Circular middle crown for the two 
suture lines at the commissural horizontal and native heart valve compression; C: Segment III for sewing 
the new heart valve with three guard arches at the basal part with a circular shape; D: Crown for RVOT 
anchoring; E: Expanded 2D sketch illustration with a virtual heart valve; blue dots are the suture points at 
the APV edges to the stent, the black arrows show the outstretched arms at segments II and III, two guard 
layers for RVOT anchoring; F: Crimped 2D illustration. 
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as the top crown and the top of the RVOT crown. It consisted of two functional parts: Two 

suture lines at the commissural horizontal for heart valve fixation and three outstretched 

arms to guard the leaflets and compress the native leaflets. The two suture lines provided 

adequate space for surgeons to suture the heart valve at the commissural horizontal with 

running or interrupted sutures using 5-0 polypropylene. 

Segment III: This segment was for the new APV, which comprised two functional 

segments: Asymmetrical support frames with approximate determinate suture points and 

three guard arches for the basal segment of the leaflets. Each leaflet frame had 17 sewing 

points at approximately equal distances, providing the surgeon with determinate suture 

points during the surgery for running or interrupted sutures. The three guard arches had 

four functions: 1. to protect the basal segment of the heart valve from blood flow, 2. to 

compress the native heart valve in order to provide the new heart valve with enough 

space, 3. to prevent the stented heart valve from migrating towards the pulmonary artery 

as well as to the RVOT, 4. to provide a connection between the two leaflet junctions below 

the three commissures at the second suture point, which can be used as a hook-connect 

point with the delivery system to reposition the stented heart valve in case of stent 

malposition. 

Segment IV: This segment was designed for RVOT anchoring and comprised two slick 

secure layers to help the stented APV adhere to the RVOT without interrupting cardiac 

conduction bundles and other cardiac structures at the RVOT. 

♥ Group 3– Corollaceous stents with an elliptic geometry to host an APV with an elliptic 

opening orifice: DGS-12A, DGS-12B. 

The top crown for the oval stent, which possesses a circular geometry to the pulmonary 

artery side and an oval geometry at the commissural horizontal line, was created using 

the "lofting" function with smooth tracts between the top parts and the basal parts. The 

RVOT crown and the native leaflet compressing parts were created according to the 

following steps, Figure 17: 

The 2D sketch was embossed to the cylinder (0.3- 4 mm, depending on the different 

structures) with the desired diameter for the heart valve, after which the cylinder was 

sheared from the 3D stent; A template was created for the stent geometry as the inner 

face for the stent; 0.3 mm was offset from the template surface to create a shell for the 

outer surface of the stent; The outer surface of the stent was replaced into the shell so as 

to create the final surface of the stent; The inner surface was replaced into the template 

for the inner surface of the stent; A stent was then visualized on the screen. 
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❖ DGS-12A and DGS-12B were designed with a top-down deployment, allowing 

precise positioning in various RVOT and pulmonary artery anatomies with favorable blood 

flow conduction, and were designed for an "anatomical" oval tri-leaflet pulmonary valve. 

Owing to the asymmetrical nature of the ovality, there were two designs of the three 

commissural attachments to the stents; therefore, the difference between DGS-12A and 

DGS-12B was the position of one of the commissures sutured into the stent at the long 

axis or the short axis of the ovality. The circumference of the ovality was obtained using 

equations 2 and 3. 

∁≈ 𝜋(𝑎 + 𝑏) (1 +
3ℎ

10 + √4 − 3ℎ
)            (2) 

ℎ =
(𝑎 − 𝑏)2

(𝑎 + 𝑏)2
                                                  (3) 

a: long radius, b: short radius, c: circumference 

Segment I: The distal segment (Φ34 mm) at the top crown was designed with a circular 

architecture according to the PA anatomy. Meanwhile, the proximal segment of the top 

corollaceous crown was oval (30 mm: 36 mm) with a ratio of 1:1.2. The circular segment 

Figure 17. Representative illustration of stent design (DGS-12B) in Group 3. A: 2D sketch for 
pulmonary artery crown embossing; B-C: Solid body as a template for pulmonary artery crown embossing 
by lofting the 2D sketch; D-F: Pulmonary artery crown of stent embossing to the solid body (Top, front, and 
main views); G-I: RVOT crown of stent embossing to the elliptic solid body (Right and top views, H with the 
elliptic solid body, I without the elliptic solid body). RVOT- right ventricular outflow tract. 
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was gradually transitioned to ovality. Accordingly, the top crown with 12 stabilized cells 

provided better coaxial alignment, which is beneficial for anchoring at the MPA. Three 

struts of the 12 X-shaped open cells were firmly connected with the two commissural 

horizontal suture lines to maintain the strength of the stent. 

Segment II: This segment was composed of two functional parts: Two suture lines with 

2.4 mm height at the commissural horizontal for heart valve fixation and three 

outstretched arms to guard the leaflets and compress the native leaflets. The two suture 

lines provided adequate space for surgeons to suture the heart valve at the commissural 

horizontal with running or interrupted sutures using 5-0 polypropylene. 

Segment III: This segment was for the new APV and comprised two functional segments: 

Asymmetrical support frames with approximate determinate suture points and three 

guard arches for the basal segment of the leaflets. Each leaflet frame had 17 sewing 

points at approximately equal distances, from 2.7 mm to 3.1 mm, providing the surgeon 

with determinate suture points during the surgery for running or interrupted sutures. The 

three guard arches had four functions: 1. to protect the basal segment of the heart valve 

from blood flow, 2. to compress the native heart valve to supply the new heart valve with 

enough space, 3. to prevent the stented heart valve from migrating towards the pulmonary 

artery as well as to the RVOT, 4. at the second suture point connections between the two 

leaflet junctions below the three commissures, which can be used as a hook-connect 

point with the delivery system to reposition the stented heart valve in case of stent 

malposition.  

Segment IV: This segment was for RVOT anchoring and comprised two slick secure 

layers to help the stented APV adhere at the RVOT without interrupting cardiac 

conduction bundles and other cardiac structures at the RVOT.  

Segments II-IV were designed with an oval geometry to embrace the RVOT anatomy 

gently and fully with a long- and short-axis ratio of 1:1.2. 
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2.2.3 Exporting the files of functional stents 

After acquiring the 3D model of the stent, all solid bodies can be exported into different 

file formats: STL for 3D printing, SAT and IGS for ANSYS simulation. 

After creating the 3D models, the software’s rendering function rendered the stents with 

different colors and materials. The thus rendered stents were then exported as JPG files. 

The drawings of the stents were obtained from the "Drawing" function in Fusion 360 

alongside the measurements at different functional parts of the various stents. All 

drawings were subsequently exported as PDF files. 

2.3. Right ventricle + pulmonary artery blood flow simulation 

Simulating the steady state of blood flow was performed using Ansys 2021 R2 Fluent with 

the pressure and velocity (0.6-0.9 m/s) based coupled solver, which had one velocity inlet 

(tricuspid valve level) and three velocity outlets (pulmonary artery branches) as boundary 

conditions. Blood was modeled as a non-Newtonian fluid using the Carreau-Yasuda 

model (69, 70) (equation 4), and the following steps were used for the simulation: 

Figure 18. The architectures of DGS-12A and DGS-12B. A-D: Architectures of DGS-12A, E-H: 
Architectures of DGS-12B, A and E: Top crown for pulmonary artery with a circular geometry; B and F: 
Circular middle crown for the two suture lines at the commissural horizontal and native heart valve 
compression; C and G: Segment III for sewing the new heart valve with three guard arches at the basal 
part with a circular shape; D and H: Crown for RVOT anchoring; I: Expanded 2D sketch illustration with a 
virtual heart valve; blue dots are the suture points at the APV edges to the stent, the black arrows show 
the outstretched arms at segments II and III, two guard layers for RVOT anchoring; J: Crimped 2D 
illustration; K: Crimped 3D illustration of DGS-12A; L: Crimped 3D illustration of DGS-12B. Owing to the 
asymmetrical nature of the ovality, there were two designs of the three commissural attachments to the 
stents; therefore, the difference between DGS-12A and DGS-12B was the position of one of the 
commissures sutured into the stent at the long axis or the short axis of the ovality, which is shown in A to 
C and E to F. 
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𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜇∞ + (𝜇0−𝜇∞)[1 + (𝜆 ∗ 𝛾) 2] 
(𝑛−1)

2                      (4) 

Here, µeff is the effective viscosity and µ0, µ∞, λ and n are material coefficients. The 

representative valves for human blood are: µ0=0.056 kg/ms, µ∞=0.0035 kg/ms, 

λ=3.313 s, n=0.3568. 

2.3.1 Read mesh 

❖ Model importing and meshing: 

The RVOT+PA model was imported into Ansys Fluent, after which the mesh was read in 

a new 3D session of Ansys. The imported mesh is checked using [Perform Mesh Check] 

and the mesh quality is evaluated using [Evaluate Mesh quality]. A mesh orthogonal 

quality greater than the recommended minimum threshold of 0.1 confirms that the mesh 

is of good quality, Figure 19. 

❖ Physics setup 

[Pressure-Based] was kept as the [Solver] type and [Steady] under [Time], while default 

[Operating conditions] were also kept as default. [Laminar] was selected under [Model] 

since the Reynolds number for this problem was low, after which the material properties 

and boundary conditions were set up. The type was changed to [velocity-inlet (0.6-

0.9 m/s)] and [pressure-outlet] was repeated three times. 

❖ Material property setup  

[Create/Edit] was selected under [Materials] (71), [Material Name] was changed to 

"Blood" and [Density (kg/m3)] to 1060, [Carreau] was selected in the drop-down list for 

[Viscosity (kg/m-s)], and the [Carreau Model] was set as follows: [Time Constant, lambda 

(s)]=3.31, [Power-Law index, n]=0.3568, [Zero Shear Viscosity (kg/m-s)]=0.056, [Infinite 

Figure 19. Mesh for blood flow 
simulation in Ansys. 
Blue arrows show the inlet flow direction 
of the right-heart 3D model at the 
tricuspid valve level, red arrows show 
the outlet flow directions of the three 
branches of main pulmonary artery, 
black arrow shows the meshing 
elements in detail. 
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Shear Viscosity (kg/m-s)]=0.0035; [Cell Zones] was selected to edit the [Cell Zone 

Conditions] to ensure that the [Material Name] was set to [blood]. 

❖ Boundary conditions setup 

Under [Zones], [Boundaries] was selected to set up boundary conditions. It was verified 

that [Wall] was selected as [Type]→ [Wall], and that the [Wall Motion] was set to 

[Stationary Wall]. In the list of [Boundary Conditions], {inlet} was selected and its [Type] 

changed to [velocity-inlet]. Under the [Momentum] tab, 0.9 was entered as [Velocity 

magnitude (m/s)]. In the list of [Boundary Conditions], [Outlet01] was selected and its 

[Type] changed to [velocity-outlet]. Under the [Momentum] tab, 13332 was entered as 

[Gauge Pressure (m/s)]. As the three outlets had the same boundary conditions, the “copy 

boundary condition” feature was applied to speed up the process. 

❖ Numerical solution  

The default settings were maintained under the [Solution] tab, and [Pseudo Transient] 

was checked while keeping the default values for [Pseudo Transient Explicit Relaxation 

Factors] under [Solution Controls]. The [Absolute Criteria] was kept as the default valve 

in [Residual Monitors]. Meanwhile, a monitor for mass flux imbalance was set up in the 

[Report] column by clicking [Definitions]→ [New]→ [Flux Report] → [Mass Flow Rate], 

selecting the inlet and all outlets, and checking the [Report Plot] option to plot the flux 

value during calculation. The [Solution] was then initialized and computed. Once “Hybrid 

initialization is done” appeared, the initial case and data were saved. "200" was entered 

for [Number of Iterations] in the [Run Calculation] tab, and the calculation was started by 

clicking [Calculate]. 

❖ Results of blood flow simulation 

[Mass Flow Rate] was selected in [Options], followed by the inlet and all outlets in the 

[Boundaries] column to check the conservation of mass in more detail by clicking 

[Compute]. [Contours] was selected to add a [New] flow field for detailed post-processing 

and visualizing: [Pressure] and [Static Pressure] was selected under [Contours of], after 

which {wall} was selected and [Save/Display] was clicked. [Wall Fluxes] and [Wall Shear 

Stress] was selected under [Contours of], after which {wall} was selected and 

[Save/Display] was clicked. To visualize the flow field, [Pathlines] was selected to add a 

[New] flow field, the inlet was selected under [Release from Surfaces]. "1000" was 

entered for [Steps] and "2" for [Path Skip], following which [Velocity] and [Velocity 

Magnitude] were selected under [Color by]. Static blood flow was visualized by clicking 
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the [Save/Display] and [Pulse] tabs. 

2.4.  Right ventricle + pulmonary artery shear force simulation 

The main parameters of the RVOT+PA 3D model were as follows: 

Density: 7850 kg m⌃-3, Specific Heat: 2.3 E+006 mJ/kg•℃, Coefficient of Thermal: 2.3E-

004/℃, Tensile Yield Strength: 25 MPa, Tensile Ultimate Strength: 33 MPa, and Zero-

Thermal-Strain Reference Temperature: 22 ℃, Young's Modulus: 0.5 MPa, Poisson’s 

Ratio: 0.45, Bulk Modulus: 1.6667 MPa, Shear Modulus: 0.17241 MPa. 

2.4.1 Geometry setup 

❖ [Definition] settings: [Flexible] was selected under [Stiffness Behavior], [Default 

Coordinate System] under [Coordinate System], and [No] under [Suppressed]. [Material]: 

[Blood] was selected under [Assignment], and [Nonlinear Effects] and [Thermal Strain 

Effects] were applied. 

❖  [Basic Geometry Options] settings: [Yes] was selected under [Solid Bodies], [Surface 

Bodies], [Line Bodies], [Attributes], [Named Selections] and [Material Properties]. 

[Independent] was selected under [Parameters]. 

❖ [Advanced Geometry Options] settings: [Yes] was selected under [Use Associativity], 

[Import Coordinate Systems], [Import Using Instances], [Smart CAD Update], 

[Decompose Disjoint Geometry], and [Enclosure and Symmetry Processing]. 

[Independent] was selected under [Parameters]. [No] was selected under [Reader Mode 

Saves Updated File], [Compare Parts On Update], [Clean Bodies On Import], and [Stitch 

Surfaces On Import]. 

2.4.2 Coordinate system setup 

[Global Coordinate System] was selected under [Coordinate System], [Cartesian] under 

[Type]. 

2.4.3 Contacts of RVOT+PA 3D model setup 

❖ [Scope] settings: [Geometry Selection] was selected under [Scoping Method]. 

❖ [Auto Detection] settings: [Slider] was selected under [Tolerance Type], "0" under 

[Tolerance Slider], "0.41074 mm" under [Tolerance Value], [No] under [Use Range], [Yes] 

under [Face/Face], "75º" under [Face-Face Angle Tolerance], [Off] under [Face Overlap 

Tolerance], [Include] under [Cylindrical Faces], [No] under [Face/Edge] and [Edge/Edge], 

and [Bodies] under [Group By] and [Search Across]. 
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2.4.4 Contact regions setup 

❖ [Scope] settings: [Geometry Selection] was selected under [Scoping Method], [15831 

Faces] under [Target], [Volume\Volume] under [Contact Bodies], [Geom\Solid22] under 

[Target Bodies]. 

❖ [Definition] settings: [Bonded] was selected under [Type], [Automatic] under [Scope 

Mode], [Program Controlled] under [Behavior] and [Trim Contact], and "0.41074 mm" 

under [Tolerance Value]. 

❖ [Advanced] settings: [Program Controlled] was selected under [Formulation], [Small 

Sliding], [Detection Method], [Penetration Tolerance], [Elastic Slip Tolerance], [Normal 

Stiffness], [Update Stiffness], and [Pinball Region]. 

❖ [Geometric Modification] settings: [None] was selected under [Contact Geometry 

Correction] and [Target Geometry Correction]. 

2.4.5 Meshing setup 

❖ [Display] settings: [Use Geometry Setting] was selected under [Display Style]. 

❖ [Defaults] settings: [Mechanical] was selected under [Physics Preference], [Program 

Controlled] under [Element Order], and [Default] under [Element Size]. 

❖ [Sizing] settings: [Yes] was selected under [Use Adaptive Sizing] and [Mesh 

Defeaturing], [Default] under [Resolution] and [Defeature Size], [Fast] under [Transition], 

[Coarse] under [Span Angle Center], and [Assembly] under [Initial Size Seed]. 

❖ [Quality] settings: The meshing quality was controlled by [Aggressive Mechanical] 

error limits, [Default (0.050000)] target quality, and [Medium] smoothing method. The 

element size of meshing for the stent was 0.05 mm, which was used to confirm the 

appropriate meshing or proper geometry for the subsequent deformation. 

❖ [Advanced] settings: [No] was selected under [Generate Pinch on Refresh] and 

[Straight Sided Elements], [Yes] under [Topology Checking], [Program Controlled] under 

[Number of CPUs for Parallel Part Meshing] and [Triangle Surface Mesher], and 

[Dimensionally Reduced] under [Rigid Body Behavior]. 

2.4.6 Analysis settings: 

❖ [Analysis Definition] settings: [Structural] was selected under [Physics Type], [Static 

Structural] under [Analysis Type], and [Mechanical APDL] under [Solver target]. 

❖ [Step Controls] settings: "1" was selected as the [Number of Steps], [Program 

Controlled] under the [Auto Time Stepping]. 

❖ [Solver Controls] settings: [Program Controlled] was selected under [Solver Type] and 

[Solver Pivot Checking], [Off] under [Weak Springs], [Large Deflection], [Inertia Relief], 
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and [Quasi-Static Solution]. 

❖ [Rotordynamics Controls] settings: [Off] was selected under [Coriolis Effect]. 

❖ [Restart Controls] settings: [Program Controlled] was selected under [Generate 

Restart Points] and [Combine Restart Files], and [No] under [Retain Files After Full Solve]. 

❖ [Nonlinear Controls] settings: [Program Controlled] was selected under [Newton-

Raphson Option], [Force Convergence], [Moment Convergence], [Displacement 

Convergence], [Rotation Convergence], [Line Search], and [Stabilization]. 

❖ [Nonlinear Controls] settings: [No] was selected under [Inverse Option], [Off] under 

[Contact Split (DMP)]. 

❖ [Output Controls] settings: [Yes] was selected under [Stress], [Strain], [Contact Data], 

[Volume and Energy] and [Euler Control]. [No] was selected under [Surface Stress], [Back 

Stress], [Nonlinear Data], [Nodal Faces], [General Miscellaneous] and [Contact 

Miscellaneous]. [Program Controlled] was selected under [Result File Compression]. 

❖ [Analysis Data Management] settings: [Program Controlled] was selected under 

[Contact Summary], [No] under [Save MAPDL db] and [Nonlinear Solution], [Active 

System] under [Solver Units], and [nmm] under [Solver Unit System]. 

2.4.7 Loads settings  

❖ [Scope] settings: [Geometry Selection] was selected under [Scoping Method], and 

[No] under [Suppressed]. 

❖ [Definition] settings: [Fixed Support] was selected under [Type] and [4 Faces] under 

[Geometry]. 

2.4.8 Imported Load settings  

❖ [Definition] settings: [Imported Data] was selected under [Mechanical-Based 

Mapping], [4 Faces] under [Geometry], [No] under [Suppressed], and [B5: Solution] under 

[Source]. 

❖ [Definition] settings: [Yes] was selected under [Delete Mapped Data Files]. 

2.4.9 Imported Load settings  

❖ [Scope] settings: [Named Selection] was selected under [Scoping Method] and [inner 

wall] under [Named Selection]. 

❖ [Definition] settings: [Imported Pressure] was selected under [Type], [Initial] under 

[Loaded Area], [Program Controlled] under [Tabular Loading], [No] under [Suppressed], 

and [Worksheet] under [Source Time]. 

❖ [Transfer Definition] settings: [wall] was selected under [CFD Surface]. 

❖ [Settings] options: [Program Controlled] was selected under [Mapping Control], 
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[Profile Preserving] under [Mapping], [Triangulation] under [Weighting], and [Surface] 

under [Transfer Type]. 

❖  [Graphics Controls] settings: [Off] was selected under [Display Source Points]. 

❖  [Graphics Controls] settings: [Program Controlled] was selected under [Legend 

Range], [Minimum Source], [Maximum Source]. 

2.4.10 Adding [Solution] to obtain results 

❖ [Solution Information] settings: [Force Convergence] was selected under [Solution 

Output], [0] under [Newton-Raphson Residuals] and [Identify Element Violations], and 

[2.5 s] under [Update Interval]. 

❖ [FE Connection Visibility] settings: [All FE Connectors] was selected under [Display], 

[Single] under [Line Thickness] and [Lines], and [2.5 s] under [Display Type]. 

2.5. DGS stent simulation for stent life and radial force 

The SAT files of the DGS stents were exported from Autodesk Fusion 360 and then 

imported into the Ansys 2021 R2 Workbench to build the “Ansys library for each stent 

simulation”. The Static Structural module was chosen to build the stent simulation folder, 

which included the Engineering Data, Geometry, Model, Setup, Solution, and Results. All 

data that were set up for each procedure were as follows: 

2.5.1 Engineering Data 

Shape memory material (nitinol) was used as the material for the stents. The main 

parameters are as follows: Isotropic Elasticity (Density: 7850 kg m⌃-3, Young's Modulus: 

75000 MPa, Poisson’s Ratio: 0.33, Bulk Modulus: 7,3529E+10 Pa, Shear Modulus: 

Figure 20. Nitinol properties for self-expandable stent. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers: 
https://www.asme.org/codes-standards/find-codes-standards/bpvc-viii-2-bpvc-section-viii-rules-
construction-pressure-vessels-division-2-alternative-rules?productKey=900082:900082. 
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2.8195E+10 Pa, Compressive Yield Strength: 250,000 MPa), Thermal (Isotropic Thermal 

Conductivity: 0.060500 W/mm•℃, Specific Heat Constant Pressure, 4.34E+05 mJ/kg•℃), 

Strain-Life Parameters (Strength Coefficient: 9.2E+08 Pa, Strength Exponent: -0.106, 

Ductility Coefficient: 0.213m, Ductility Exponent: -0.47, Cyclic Strength Coefficient: 

1E+09 Pa, Cyclic Strain Harding Exponent: 0.2); see Figure 20. 

Geometry setup: The SAT files of the stents were imported into the SpaceClaim module 

to repair the 3D geometries by detecting faults in the stents, which were thereafter 

imported into the design modeler.  

❖ Definition] settings: [Flexible] was selected under [Stiffness Behavior], [Default 

Coordinate System] under [Coordinate System], and [No] under [Suppressed]. [Material]: 

[Nitinol] was selected under [Assignment], and [Nonlinear Effects] and [Thermal Strain 

Effects] were applied. 

❖ [Basic Geometry Options] settings: [Yes] was selected under [Solid Bodies], [Surface 

Bodies], [Line Bodies], [Attributes], [Named Selections] and [Material Properties]. 

[Independent] was selected under [Parameters]. 

❖ [Advanced Geometry Options] settings: [Yes] was selected under [Use Associativity], 

[Coordinate System], [Use Instances], [Smart CAD Updates], [Decompose Disjoint 

Geometry] and [Enclosure and Symmetry Processing]. [Independent] was selected under 

[Parameters]. [No] was selected under [Reader Mode Saves Updated File], [Compare 

Parts On Update], [Clean Bodies On Import], and [Stitch Surfaces On Import]. 

2.5.2 Coordinate system setup 

[Global Coordinate System] was selected under [Coordinate System], [Cylindrical] and 

[Cartesian] under [Type], [Program Controlled] under [Coordinate System], and [Absolute] 

under [Base Configuration]. 

2.5.3 Meshing setup 

[Use Geometry Setting] was selected under [Display Style], [Mechanical] under [Physics 

Preference], [Program Controlled] under [Element Order], and [Default] under [Element 

Size] and [Defeature]. 

The meshing quality was controlled by [Standard Mechanical] error limits, [Default] target 

quality, [Element Quality] mesh metric and [Medium] smoothing method. The element 

size of meshing for the stent was 0.05 mm or by default according to each stent design, 

which was then used to confirm each grid of the stent as having three element layers for 

appropriate meshing or the proper geometry for the subsequent deformation. 
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Advanced settings were controlled by [Dimensionally Reduced] under [Rigid Body 

Behavior] and [Program Controlled] under [Triangle Surface Mesher]. 

2.5.4 Boundary conditions 

To setup the boundary conditions, a coordinate system was initially created at the center 

of the stent. The conditions were modified to fit the stent’s geometry. 

2.5.5 Analysis settings 

❖ [Analysis Definition] settings: [Structural] was selected under [Physics Type], [Static 

Structural] under [Analysis Type], and [Mechanical APDL] under [Solver Target]. 

❖ [Step Controls] settings: "1" was selected as the [Number Of Steps], [Program 

Controlled] under the [Auto Time Stepping]. 

❖ [Solver Controls] settings: [Program Controlled] was selected under [Solver Type] and 

[Solver Pivot Checking], [Off] under [Weak Springs], [Large Deflection], [Inertia Relief], 

and [Quasi-Static Solution]. 

❖ [Rotordynamics Controls] settings: [Off] was selected under [Coriolis Effect]. 

❖ [Restart Controls] settings: [Program Controlled] was selected under [Generate 

Restart Points] and [Combine Restart Files], and [No] under [Retain Files After Full Solve]. 

❖ [Nonlinear Controls] settings: [Program Controlled] was selected under [Newton-

Raphson Option], [Force Convergence], [Moment Convergence], [Displacement 

Convergence], [Rotation Convergence], [Line Search], and [Stabilization]. 

❖ [Output Controls] settings: [Yes] was selected under [Stress], [Strain], [Contact Data], 

[Volume and Energy] and [Euler Control]. [No] was selected under [Surface Stress], [Back 

Stress], [Nonlinear Data], [Nodal Faces], [General Miscellaneous] and [Contact 

Miscellaneous]. [Program Controlled] was selected under [Result File Compression]. 

2.5.6 Adding displacement 

Parameters for total deformation and directional deformation were set according to the 

crimped and expandable heights and diameters of each stent. 

2.5.7 Adding [Life] order and [Equivalent stress] order 

[Zero-Based] was selected under [Loading Type], [Stress Life] under [Analysis Type], 

[Equivalent (von-Mises)] under [Stress Component], and [No] under [Suppressed]. 

2.5.8 Adding [Solution] to obtain results 

[Definition] settings: [Force Reaction] was selected under [Type], [Boundary Condition] 

under [Location Method], and [Displacement] under [Boundary Condition]. 
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2.6. Stents+ RVOT+PA simulation for the DGS stents’ hoop force 

The SAT files of the stents and RVOT+PA 3D model were imported into the SpaceClaim 

module to repair the 3D geometries after detecting faults in the stents, which were then 

imported into the design modeler. To save computer costs, the RVOT+PA 3D model was 

modified with a low profile (pulmonary valve area and pulmonary artery trunk). The 

modified RVOT+PA was then imported into the Design Modeler. After importing the stents 

and RVOT+PA, contacts were added between the stents and the RVOT+PA using the 

"Slider" tolerance type. The target contact face was the inner surface of the RVOT+PA. 

Methods for the stent material and other computational settings were the same as above. 

Load, total deformation, directional deformation, and force reaction were added to the 

models as follows to obtain the corresponding results. 

2.6.1 RVOT+PA 3D model properties setup 

The main parameters of the RVOT+PA 3D model were set up as illustrated in section 2.5. 

2.6.2 Geometry setup 

❖ [Basic Geometry Options] settings: [Yes] was selected under [Solid Bodies], [Surface 

Bodies], [Line Bodies], [Attributes], [Named Selection] and [Material Properties]. 

[Independent] was selected under [Parameters]. 

❖ [Advanced Geometry Options] settings: [Yes] was selected under [Use Associativity], 

[Coordinate System], [Use Instances], [Smart CAD Updates], [Decompose Disjoint 

Geometry], and [Enclosure and Symmetry Processing]. [Independent] was selected 

under [Parameters]. [No] was selected under [Reader Mode Saves Updated File], 

[Compare Parts On Update], [Clean Bodies On Import], and [Stitch Surfaces On Import]. 

2.6.3 Coordinate system setup 

❖ [Global Coordinate System] was selected under [Coordinate System], [Cylindrical] 

and [Cartesian] under [Type], [Program Controlled] under [Coordinate System], and 

[Absolute] under [Base Configuration]. 

❖ [Global Coordinates] was selected to define the [Origin], and [Fixed Vector] to define 

the [Orientation About Principal Axis]. 

2.6.4 Connection of the RVOT+PA model and the DGS stents’ setup 

❖ [Scope] settings: [Geometry Selection] was selected under [Scoping Method], 

[1 Face] under [Contact], [1 Face] under [Target], and [Stents] under [Contact Bodies], 

[RVOT+PA 3D Model] under [Target Bodies], [Bottom] under [Target Shell Face], and 

[No] under [Shell Thickness Effect] and [Protected]. 

❖ [Definition] settings: [Frictionless] was selected under [Type], [1 Face] under 
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[Contact], [Manual] under [Scope Mode], and [Program Controlled] under [Behavior] and 

[Trim Contact]. 

❖ [Advanced] settings: [Program Controlled] was selected under [Formulation], [Small 

Sliding], [Detection Mode], [Penetration Tolerance], [Normal Stiffness], [Update Stiffness], 

and [Pinball Region]. 

❖ [Geometric Modification] settings: [Add Offset, No Ramping] was selected under 

[Interface Treatment], [None] under [Contact Geometry Correction] and [Target Geometry 

Correction], and [0 mm] under [Offset]. 

2.6.5 Meshing setup 

[Use Geometry Setting] was selected under [Display Style], [Mechanical] under [Physics 

Preference], [Program Controlled] under [Element Order], and [Default] under [Element 

Size] and [Defeature]. 

The meshing quality was controlled by [Standard Mechanical] error limits, [Default] target 

quality, [Element Quality] mesh metric and [Medium] smoothing method. 

2.6.6 Analysis settings  

❖ [Analysis Definition] settings: [Structural] was selected under [Physics Type], [Static 

Structural] under [Analysis Type], and [Mechanical APDL] under [Solver Target]. 

❖ [Step Controls] settings: "1" was selected as [Number Of Steps], and [Program 

Controlled] under the [Auto Time Stepping]. 

❖ [Solver Controls] settings: [Program Controlled] was selected under [Solver Type] and 

[Solver Pivot Checking], [Off] under [Weak Springs], [Large Deflection], [Inertia Relief], 

and [Quasi-Static Solution]. 

❖ [Rotordynamics Controls] settings: [Off] was selected under [Coriolis Effect]. 

❖ [Restart Controls] settings: [Program Controlled] was selected under [Generate 

Restart Points] and [Combine Restart Files], and [No] under [Retain Files After Full Solve]. 

❖ [Nonlinear Controls] settings: [Program Controlled] was selected under [Newton-

Raphson Option], [Force Convergence], [Moment Convergence], [Displacement 

Convergence], [Rotation Convergence], [Line Search], and [Stabilization]. 

❖ [Output Controls] settings: [Yes] was selected under [Stress], [Strain], [Contact Data], 

[Volume and Energy] and [Euler Control]. [No] was selected under [Surface Stress], [Back 

Stress], [Nonlinear Data], [Nodal Faces], [General Miscellaneous] and [Contact 

Miscellaneous]. [Program Controlled] was selected under [Result File Compression]. 

❖ [Analysis Data Management] settings: [Yes] was selected under [Deleted Unneeded 

Files] and [Nonlinear Solution], [Program Controlled] under [Contact Summary]. 
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❖ Adding [Solution] to obtain results 

❖ [Solution Information] settings: [Force Convergence] was selected under [Solution 

Output], [0] under [Newton-Raphson Residuals] and [Identify Element Violations], and 

[2.5 s] under [Update Interval]. 

❖ [FE Connection Visibility] settings: [All FE Connectors] was selected under [Display], 

[Single] under [Line Thickness] and [Lines], and [2.5 s] under [Display Type]. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Animal cardiac CT and 3D cardiac CT reconstructions in 3D Slicer 

All of the sheep in this study successfully underwent a cardiac CT examination one week 

prior to transcatheter autologous pulmonary valve implantation. Animal J Pre-CT was 

chosen to be imported into 3D Slicer, from which all segments of the heart were generated 

in 3D, as shown in Figure 21, Figure 22, and Error! Reference source not found.. 

 

Figure 21. Sheep J Pre-CT 3D reconstruction in 3D Slicer 
A: From left to right: right atrium, right ventricle, pulmonary artery, superior vena cava (SVC) + inferior vena 
cava (IVC), left atrium + pulmonary vein, aorta + coronary arteries, left ventricle, B: Right and left heart 
myocardium following the sequence of A, C: Right heart without/with myocardium, D: Left heart without/with 
myocardium, E: Total heart reconstruction with/without myocardium. 
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Figure 22. Sheep J Pre-CT with 3D reconstruction in 3D Slicer 
A: Blood pool reconstruction of the heart with CT images, B: Blood pool and myocardium reconstruction of 
the heart with CT images, C: Blood pool reconstruction of the heart with the crosshair at the aortic valve 
position, D: Blood pool reconstruction of the heart with the crosshair at th9e pulmonary valve position 
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Figure 23. 3D reconstructions of pulmonary valve, aortic valve, aorta, pulmonary artery, and their 
relationships 
A: Pulmonary root, B: Pulmonary valve and main pulmonary artery, C: Aortic root, D: Aortic valve and 
ascending aorta, E: Relationship between aorta and pulmonary artery, F: Relationship between aortic valve 
and pulmonary valve. 
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3.2. Functional stent designs in Fusion 360 (Educational Version) 

Twelve functional stents were designed using various methodologies in Fusion 360. 

3.2.1 Group 1 

❖ DGS-3 

In this study, DGS-3 was designed to be 30 mm in diameter and 40.4 mm in height to 

mount a 30-mm diameter new heart valve with a Nitinol shape-memory self-expandable 

frame. Based on its design, it can be used in patients following TOF surgery with patched 

RVOT or a narrowed RVOT. The design concept of DGS-3 was divided into three 

functional segments: 1. A top crown with V-shaped struts for PA anchoring, 2. new leaflet 

loading zones with two specific suture lines at the commissural horizontal and fixation 

points for the edges of the new leaflets, and 3. a bottom crown for RVOT anchoring. 

DGS-3 can be fully crimped to 10.3 mm in diameter and 44.4 mm in height using a 

crimping tool for deployment at the pulmonary valve position, Figure 24. 

  

Figure 24. DGS-3 illustration 
A: Illustration of total DGS-3 stent from four directions; B: Illustration of DGS-3 with a virtually sutured 
autologous pulmonary valve; C: Illustration of fully crimped DGS-3. 
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Segment I: This segment of DGS-3 was given a V-shaped frame to help the new stented 

heart valve anchor at the main pulmonary artery. It has six connective zones to link to 

segment II for each new leaflet to maintain a stable radial force and hoop force following 

deployment. It has the same diameter as the main zone, which is responsible for hosting 

the new heart valve (30 mm). 

Segment II: The most significant component of the DGS-3 was segment II, featuring Y- 

and V-shaped struts that established two suture lines at the commissural horizontal and 

maintained the stent's integrity. Surgeons could use either running or interrupted sutures 

to secure the new heart valve to the stent and to tie surgical knots at the three 

commissures for a more secure fit. Another useful feature of segment II is that every 

leaflet edge has balanced support struts for future leaflet hosting, and each leaflet can be 

sutured at eleven specified suture sites aligned in the grids. There are also 17 potential 

suture locations to further fix each leaflet if the mounting requires tightening. Segment II 

was connected to the RVOT crown to maintain the stent's integrity for optimal radial and 

hoop force. The DGS-3 was designed to resemble the main entrance of the German Heart 

Center (DHZB). As a result, the sagittate frame at the three commissures was designed 

as a main support strut to host the new heart valve for better radial force and hoop force 

after deployment of the stented heart valve in the correct location. Regarding the integrity 

of the entire stent, the frame was asymmetrical in this section, with large open cells 

enclosing small, closed cells. 

Segment III: With symmetrical struts connecting to segment II, segment III was designed 

for RVOT anchoring and contained six connective struts linked to segment II for each 

leaflet. The V-shaped struts at the bottom of the stent were not aligned in the same planes 

after deployment and when crimped. 
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❖ DGS-5 
DGS-5 was designed as a Nitinol self-expandable stent to carry a tri-leaflet heart valve 

for transcatheter pulmonary valve implantation in patients with a patched RVOT or 

narrowed RVOT. In this study, DGS-5 was designed to be 30 mm in diameter and 

35.8 mm in height for a 30-mm diameter new heart valve. It can be fully crimped to 7.6 mm 

in diameter and 41.2 mm in height using a crimping tool, which can be loaded in the 24Fr 

head of a delivery system for deployment; see Figure 25. 

Segment I: The top crown was designed with 18 Y-shaped struts to help the stented 

heart valve anchor at the pulmonary artery trunk with balanced radial force and hoop 

force. The height of the top crown was only 4.3 mm, reducing the risk of damaging the 

pulmonary artery during stent deployment. Each strut was linked to segment II in order to 

maintain the integrity of the stent; three strong struts were designed to connect to the 

three commissures. 

Segment II: Segment II was the most important feature of DGS-5, containing Y- and 

V-shaped struts to form two suture lines at the commissural horizontal and to maintain 

the integrity of the stent. Surgeons can use either running or interrupted sutures to fix the 

new heart valve onto the stent; surgical knots can also be placed at the three 

Figure 25. DGS-5 illustration 
A: Illustration of total DGS-5 stent from four directions; B: Illustration of DGS-5 with a virtually sutured 
autologous pulmonary valve; C: Illustration of fully crimped DGS-5. 
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commissures for tighter fixation. Another functional feature of segment II were four 

mellifluous support struts in every leaflet edge for hosting new leaflets, in which each 

leaflet can be sutured at eleven specific suture points aligned in the grids. Furthermore, 

it had 16 potential suture points for extra fixation for tighter mounting. Segment II was 

connected to the RVOT crown in order to maintain the integrity of the stent and to ensure 

a favorable radial force and hoop force. 

Segment III: Segment III was designed for RVOT anchoring with symmetrical struts 

connected to segment II. It had the same geometry as segment I, with three strong 

connective struts at the sagittal commissure. 

❖ DGS-7 

DGS-7 was designed as a vertical, self-expandable Nitinol stent that was 30 mm in 

diameter and made to host a 30-mm diameter new tri-leaflet heart valve for TPVR. This 

stent can be used to treat the patients with a patched RVOT following TOF surgery and 

with a narrowed RVOT. The expanded DGS-7 (30 mm diameter, 36.1 mm height) can be 

fully crimped to 40.3 mm in height and 6 mm in diameter and can then be loaded into the 

18Fr head of a delivery system; see Figure 26. 

Segment I: The top vertical crown of DGS-7 consisted of 18 symmetrical large open cells 

circumferentially, supplying favorable hoop force and radial force to the pulmonary artery 

wall. It had three conterminous zones at each commissure in the stent, which linked to 

segment II to maintain the integrity of the stent. Furthermore, each cell had two 

conterminous zones that linked with cells in segment II, excluding the three commissures. 

Segment II: The middle crown was composed of three parts that linked to the top crown 

and connected them with each other at the three commissures. Segment II can be divided 

into two functional parts: 1. Y- and 人- joints of cells at the commissural horizontal as 

sewing symbols, 2. the diamond cell in the third layer of the stent for native heart valve 

compression to provide the new heart valve with enough space to deliver its action during 

the cardiac cycle. 

Using the two suture lines, surgeons can suture the new heart valve onto the stent via 

running or interrupted sutures from one specific commissure in a circular fashion back to 

the beginning. The struts for suturing were linked to the top crown to maintain the integrity 

of the stent. The diamond cells for native valve compression had a vertical geometry to 

secure the cylindrical geometry of the new heart valve. They can also protect part of the 

new heart valve, which was adhered to the stent from the disorganized blood flow. 
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Segment III: Segment III was designed for mounting the new heart valve with 13 specific 

suture points for each leaflet, four of which had an approximate 人-shape, while the other 

nine were aligned on the smooth grid for the leaflet edges. It contained five simplified 

support struts to connect to segment IV to ensure the integrity of the stent as a whole. 

The edges where the leaflet was attached to the stent can be modified according to 

various heart valve designs. 

Segment IV: The fourth segment of DGS-7 was utilized to help the stent anchor at the  

RVOT and contained three tiny cells as hooks at the bottom that were 90° to each other. 

In the event of a misalignment, the three hooks may assist the cardiologist in retrieving 

the device for stented heart valve repositioning. In order to provide balanced radial and 

 hoop forces after implantation, the cells in the RVOT crown were also symmetrical. 

  

Figure 26. DGS-7 illustration. 
A: Illustration of total DGS-7 stent from four directions; B: Illustration of DGS-7 with a virtually sutured 
autologous pulmonary valve; C: Illustration of fully crimped DGS-7. 
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❖ DGS-8B 

DGS-8B was a straight tubular stent without crowns at the top, middle, or right atrium of 

the heart. DGS-8B contained a core segment that was 30 mm in diameter for use with a 

30-mm diameter new heart valve. Additionally, DGS-8B may provide an interventional 

valve-in-valve opportunity for patients who are scheduled to undergo heart valve 

implantation using other stents to treat valve degradation. In addition, it may be used in 

patients who experience stented heart valve malfunction during implantation, Figure 27. 

  

Figure 27. DGS-8B illustration. 
A: Illustration of total DGS-8B stent from four directions; B: Illustration of DGS-8B with a virtually sutured 
autologous pulmonary valve; C: Illustration of fully crimped DGS-8B. 
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❖ DGS-10B 

DGS-10B was a straight tubular stent with vertical crowns at the top, middle and RVOT, 

with a diameter of 30 mm to accommodate a 30-mm diameter heart valve, which was 

available only for straight tubular heart valve designs without a Valsalva sinus. DGS-10B 

also offers an interventional valve-in-valve opportunity for patients with bioprosthetic 

valve degradation who are scheduled to undergo interventional heart valve implantation 

or who experience stented heart valve dysfunction during implantation. 

DGS-10B (30 mm diameter) was 30.1 mm in expandable height for transcatheter 

pulmonary valve implantation. Using a crimping tool, it can be fully crimped to 37.8 mm 

in height and 7 mm in diameter for use with a 22Fr delivery system; see Figure 28. 

  

Figure 28. DGS-10B illustration. 
A: Illustration of total DGS-10B stent from four directions; B: Illustration of DGS-10B with a virtually sutured 
autologous pulmonary valve; C: Illustration of fully crimped DGS-10B. 
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❖ DGS-12D 

DGS-12D was a straight tubular stent with vertical crowns at the top, middle and RVOT. 

DGS-12D was 30 mm in diameter for a 30-mm diameter heart valve, which was only 

available for the straight tubular heart valve without a Valsalva sinus. DGS-12D also offers 

valve-in-valve opportunities for patients with bioprosthetic valve degradation who are 

scheduled to undergo interventional heart valve implantation or who experience stented 

heart valve dysfunction during implantation; see Figure 29. Using a crimping tool, it can 

be fully crimped to 37.2 mm in height with 7.2 mm in diameter for use with a 22Fr delivery 

system. 

  

Figure 29. DGS-12D illustration. 
A: Illustration of total DGS-12D stent from four directions; B: Illustration of DGS-12D with a virtually sutured 
autologous pulmonary valve; C: Illustration of fully crimped DGS-12D. 
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3.2.2 Group 2 

❖ DGS-8A and DSG-9A 

DGS-8A and DGS-9A can be used to mount tri-leaflets for transcatheter autologous 

pulmonary valve implantation equipped with self-expandable Nitinol material for treating 

the patients with a patched RVOT after TOF surgery or with a narrowed RVOT. These 

stents can be deployed from the top crown going through the middle crown to the basal 

crown for anchoring at the RVOT. Due to the three crowns, the stents caan be ideally 

positioned to accommodate various RVOT and PA anatomies, in order to promote benign 

blood flow conduction through the right ventricle to the pulmonary artery. The large open 

X-shaped cells at the top and basal crowns, which contain symmetrical structs, can 

promote a favorable distribution of radial force within the stents. Because of the three 

crowns, especially the middle and basal crowns, the stent can prevent PVL, coronary 

artery obstruction and pulmonary annulus rupture peri-operatively. DGS-8A consisted of 

four functional components; see Figure 30. 

The difference between DGS-8A and DGS-9A was in the design philosophy of the top 

lotus crown. The top crown of DGS-8A was designed to be 34 mm in diameter, 2 mm 

offset from the core segment hosting the 30-mm diameter new heart valve for more 

extensive dilation of the PA. Furthermore, the top of this crown featured tiny, outstretched 

arms at the distal end of the cells with an 0.2-mm offset from the top crown. This design 

served to improve anchoring at the PA and prevent stented heart valve migration during 

the whole cardiac cycle. DGS-8A can be fully crimped in a crimping tool to 40 mm in 

height and 10.4 mm in diameter, while the crimped DGS-9A was 10.3 mm in diameter 

and can be loaded into the head of a 30Fr delivery system. 
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Figure 30. DGS-8A and DGS-9A illustration. 
A and C: Illustration of total DGS-8A and DGS-9A stents from four directions; B and D: Illustration of 
DGS-8A and DGS-9A with virtually sutured autologous pulmonary valves; E: Illustration of fully crimped 
DGS-8A and DGS-9A. Black arrows from A and B: DGS-8A had a tiny outstretched crown at the top crown, 
which was also outstretched from segment II, while the top crown of DGS-9A was designed with a vertical 
geometry aligned to the MPA (see black arrows in C and D). 
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❖ DGS-10A 

DGS-10A was designed into four functional segments with three crowns to host a tri-

leaflet heart valve for interventional treatment. The total stent was 31.4 mm in height for 

a 30-mm diameter heart valve in the fully expanded state, and 39.1 mm in height and 

7.1 mm in diameter after being fully crimped in a crimping tool. In this small, crimped 

configuration, the stented heart valve can be easily manipulated for insertion, Figure 31 

Segment I: The distal crown to the main pulmonary artery had 12 large open X-shaped 

cells with a coaxial alignment in accordance with segments II-IV, thus providing ideal 

blood flow conduction for TOF patients. These large cells were concatenated with the 

copular struts from segment II, which are designed to keep the stent tranquil during the 

whole cardiac cycle. 

Segment II: The two suture lines at the commissural horizontal for heart valve fixation 

had an equal distance between each suture point and can be sutured with 5-0 

polypropylene. The coaptation height of the leaflet was 1.8 mm. At the three 

commissures, it also provides enough space for the surgeon to further fixate the stent 

using the Ozaki technique (72) according to the extreme importance of the three 

commissures. 

The three protracted arms linked to the commissural horizontal can compress the native 

leaflet against the pulmonary wall and provide a relaxed opening to become free of the 

Figure 31. DGS-10A illustration. 
A: Illustration of total DGS-10A stent from four directions; B: Illustration of DGS-10A with a virtually sutured 
autologous pulmonary valve; C: Illustration of fully crimped DGS-10A. 
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opening, especially when the site of implantation has severe calcification and severe 

surgical scarring. In addition, migration and PVL of the stented heart valve can be 

prevented by this architecture. Due to the optimized structs, these 2-mm offset arms may 

be beneficial for a Valsalva heart valve with a low risk of annular rupture, coronary artery 

obstruction, and paravalvular leak. 

Segment III: The third segment of DGS-10A was designed to host the new heart valve. 

Each leaflet had 17 sewing points at approximately equal distances, from 2.7 mm to 

3.1 mm, thereby giving the surgeon the option of using running or interrupted sutures at 

the suture points. With these suture points, each leaflet can be fixed onto the stent 

appropriately while maintaining the desired geometry of the heart valve. Furthermore, the 

approximate suturing distance can help the leaflet edges, which are attached to the stent, 

to withstand the approximate blood pressure during the whole cardiac cycle, ensuring 

that the stented heart valve has long-term benefits for the patients. Compared to the 

DGS-12 series, the DGS-10 series lacked the three guard arches at the basal segment. 

The second functional segment was at the second suture point connection between the 

two leaflet junctions below the three commissures, which can be used as a hook-connect 

point with the delivery system to reposition the stented heart valve in case of stent 

malposition. The stented heart valve may even be retrieved prior to deploying the middle 

crown. 

Segment IV: The fourth segment of DGS-10A was designed for RVOT anchoring with 

two offsets (0.5 mm and 3.5 mm) from the central stent diameter (30 mm). With this 

crown, migration of the stented heart valve into the pulmonary artery or right ventricle can 

be prevented during the last step of device deployment. Furthermore, the offsets can 

minimize the interruption of cardiac conduction bundles and other cardiac structures at 

the RVOT. 

With the three crowns, the stented heart valve may be free of PVL and migration.   
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❖ DGS-12C 

DGS-12C was comprised of four functional architectures that can carry the generally 

circular heart valve; see Figure 32. The middle crown of DGS-12C was designed in a 

circular fashion with the same diameter as the top crown and the top of the RVOT crown. 

The stent was 30 mm in diameter for a 30-mm heart valve and thus suitable for a heart 

valve with or without a Valsalva sinus. DGS-12C can be fully crimped in a crimping tool 

to 37.2 mm in height and 7.2 mm in diameter and can be loaded into the head of a 22Fr 

delivery system. 

  

Figure 32. DGS-12C illustration. 
A: Illustration of total DGS-12C stent from four directions; B: Illustration of DGS-12C with a virtually sutured 
autologous pulmonary valve; C: Illustration of fully crimped DGS-12C. 
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3.2.3 Group 3 

❖ DGS-12A and DGS-12B 

Segment I: The distal segment (34 mm diameter) of the top crown was designed with a 

circular architecture according to the PA anatomy. Meanwhile, the proximal segment of 

the top corollaceous crown was oval (30 mm: 36 mm) with a ratio of 1:1.2. The circular 

segment was gradually transitioned into ovality. Accordingly, the top crown with 

12 stabilized cells provided better coaxial alignment, which is beneficial for anchoring at 

the main pulmonary artery trunk. The large open-cell design can promote better blood 

flow conduction, especially for TOF patients with a hypoplastic pulmonary artery trunk 

and/or main branches, prior to radical correction. Three struts of the 12 X-shaped open 

cells were firmly connected with the two commissural horizontal suture lines in order to 

maintain the strength of the stent. 

Segment II: The two suture lines provided adequate space for surgeons to suture the 

heart valve at the commissural horizontal with running or interrupted sutures using 5-0 

polypropylene. At the three commissures, further interrupted suture spaces are also 

available for fixation using special techniques, such as the Ozaki procedure for 

commissural fixation. The three guard arms connected to the suture lines provide the new 

heart valve with enough space to abolish any impact from the native heart valve while 

simultaneously compressing the native valve, especially in severe calcification, in order 

to provide ample space for the new heart valve with or without Valsalva sinuses. 

Furthermore, this architecture can also prevent migration of the stented heart valve from 

its ideal position despite blood stress during the filling phase of the cardiac cycle. The 

ovality of this segment was 2 mm offset from the commissural fixation part, providing a 

balanced profile with a low risk of annular rupture, coronary artery obstruction, and 

paravalvular leak. 

Segment III: Each leaflet frame had 17 sewing points at approximately equal distances, 

from 2.7 mm to 3.1 mm, providing the surgeon with determinate suture points during the 

surgery for running or interrupted sutures. These suture points can be used to firmly fix 

the heart valve to the stent while maintaining the approximate stress of the new heart 

valve during the whole cardiac cycle to prevent it from tearing or loss. The primary 

function of the three guard arches was to protect the basal segment of the heart valve 

from blood flow; the second was to compress the native heart valve in order to provide 

the new heart valve with enough space. The third function was to prevent migration of the 

stented heart valve in the direction of the pulmonary artery and the RVOT; the fourth 
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functional segment was at the second suture point connections between the two leaflet 

junctions below the three commissures, which can be used as a hook-connect point with 

the delivery system to reposition the stented heart valve in case of stent malposition. The 

stented heart valve may also be retrieved prior to deploying the middle crown. The outer 

geometry of this segment was an elliptical cylinder. The distance between the three guard 

arches and the guard arms at the middle crown was 10 mm, offering enough space for 

coronary artery catheterization when used in the aortic position. 

Segment IV: The fourth functional segment of DGS-12A and DGS-12B was designed for 

RVOT anchoring and comprised two slick secure layers to help the stented heart valve 

adhere to the RVOT without interrupting cardiac conduction bundles and other cardiac 

structures at the RVOT. These two secure architectures also help prevent migration of 

the stented heart valve towards the pulmonary artery. 

Segments I-IV were designed with an oval geometry to embrace the RVOT anatomy 

gently and fully with a short- and long -axis ratio of 1:1.2; see Figure 34 and Figure 33. 

To a certain extent, this design can reduce the incidence of paravalvular leak and 

enhance blood flow conduction from the RVOT to the pulmonary artery via the heart 

valve. 

The aim of DGS-12A and DGS-12B was to load a tricuspid valve; however, the heart 

valve attachment at the three commissures in an oval stent should be two-style, owing to 

the asymmetrical nature of the ovality. Therefore, the difference between DGS-12A and 

DGS-12B was the position of one of the commissures sutured into the stent at the long 

axis or the short axis of the ovality. 
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Figure 34. DGS-12A illustration. 
A: Illustration of total DGS-12A stent from four directions; B: Illustration of DGS-12A with a virtually sutured 
autologous pulmonary valve; C: Illustration of fully crimped DGS-12A. 

Figure 33. DGS-12B illustration. 
A: Illustration of total DGS-12B stent from four directions; B: Illustration of DGS-12B with a virtually sutured 
autologous pulmonary valve; C: Illustration of fully crimped DGS-12B. 
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3.3. Right ventricle + pulmonary artery blood flow simulation 

The right ventricular and main pulmonary artery blood flow simulation was successfully 

computed in Ansys 2021 R2 Fluent using the Animal J Pre-CT model, which 

demonstrated that the anterior blood flow of the PA had the largest pressure using the 

velo city-based coupled solver; see Figure 35. 

Figure 35. Right ventricular + main pulmonary artery blood flow simulation 
A: Mesh X-coordinate based without pulmonary artery wall, B: Mesh X-coordinate based without pulmonary 
artery wall, C: Particle ID based without pulmonary artery wall, D: Particle ID based without pulmonary 
artery wall, E: Velocity-based without pulmonary artery wall, F: Velocity-based with pulmonary artery wall, 
G: Pressure-based without pulmonary artery wall, H: Pressure-based with pulmonary artery wall. 
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3.4. Right ventricle + pulmonary artery shear force simulation 

The right ventricular and main pulmonary artery blood flow simulation was successfully 
computed in Ansys 2021 R2 Fluent using the Animal J Pre-CT model, which 
demonstrated that the anterior leaflet and anterior of the PA wall had the largest shear 
force; see Figure 36. 

  

Figure 36. Simulation of shear force. 
A: Total deformation of 3D model shows the shear force of blood flow at the anterior wall of the pulmonary 
artery, B: Equivalent stress from cardiac cycle: Minimum [MPa]: 3.925e-005 Maximum [MPa]: 4.3237e-
002, and Average [MPa]: 3.2188e-003. 
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3.5. DGS stent simulation for stent life and radial force 

3.5.1 Simulation of DGS stent life and radial force in Group 1 

❖ Simulation of DGS-3 stent life and radial force 

After model fault examinations and repairs in SpaceClaim, the DGS-3 mesh was 

generated using the Triangle method with 0.05 mm element size, 102218 nodes, and 

42859 elements. DGS-3 was crimped to 11.211 mm on the X-axis and 5.3474 mm on the 

Z-axis in the coordinate system to mimic the final crimping procedure at the head of the 

delivery system. After adding the displacements of total deformation and directional 

deformation while setting the analysis data, the DGS-3 life was obtained as Minimum: 0, 

Maximum: 3219.2, and Average: 0.77241. After preforming the total deformation and 

directional deformation, the radial force was obtained as: X-axis: -1.8811e+005 [N], 

Y-axis: -5.2971e-003 [N], Z-axis: -79.375 [N], total: 1.8811e+005 [N]; see Figure 37. 

  

Figure 37. Simulation of DGS-3 stent life and radial force 
A: Total deformation of DGS-3, B: Directional deformation of DGS-3, C: Maximum life of DGS-3: 3219.2, 
D: Average radial force of DGS-3: X-axis: -1.8811e+005 [N], Y-axis: -5.2971e-003 [N], Z-axis: -79.375 [N], 
total: 1.8811e+005 [N]. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-5 stent life and radial force 

After model fault examinations and repairs in SpaceClaim, the DGS-5 mesh was 

generated using the Triangle method with 0.05 mm element size, 358334 nodes, and 

179521 elements. DGS-5 was crimped to 12.462 mm on the X-axis and 5.4818 mm on 

the Z-axis in the coordinate system to mimic the final crimping procedure at the head of 

the delivery system. After adding the displacements of total deformation and directional 

deformation while setting the analysis data, the DGS-5 life was obtained as Minimum: 0, 

Maximum: 16406, and Average: 5.8185. After preforming the total deformation and 

directional deformation, the radial force was obtained as: X-axis: -1.9404e+005 [N], 

Y-axis: -0.21931 [N], Z-axis: 42.752 [N], total: 1.9404e+005 [N] as shown in Figure 38. 

  

Figure 38. Simulation of DGS-5 stent life and radial force 
A: Total deformation of DGS-5; B: Directional deformation of DGS-5, C: Maximum life of DGS-5: 16406, 
D: Average radial force of DGS-5: X-axis: -1.9404e+005 [N], Y-axis: -0.21931 [N], Z-axis: 42.752 [N], total: 
1.9404e+005 [N]. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-7 stent life and radial force 

After model fault examinations and repairs in SpaceClaim, the DGS-7 mesh was 

generated using the Triangle method with 0.05 mm element size, 332183 nodes, and 

165706 elements. DGS-7 was crimped to 13.096 mm on the X-axis and 5.2819 mm on 

the Z-axis in the coordinate system to mimic the final crimping procedure at the head of 

the delivery system. After adding the displacements of total deformation and directional 

deformation while setting the analysis data, the DGS-7 life was obtained as Minimum: 0, 

Maximum: 1e+006, and Average: 8.5584. After preforming the total deformation and 

directional deformation, the radial force was obtained as: X-axis: -1.8868e+005 [N], 

Y-axis: 0.16787 [N], Z-axis: -39.121 [N], total: 1.8868e+005 [N] as shown in Figure 38. 

  

Figure 39. Simulation of DGS-7 stent life and radial force. 
A: Total deformation of DGS-7; B: Directional deformation of DGS-7, C: Maximum life of DGS-7: 1. e+006, 
D: Average radial force of DGS-7: X-axis: -1.8868e+005 [N], Y-axis: 0.16787 [N], Z-axis: -39.121 [N], total: 
1.8868e+005 [N]. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-8B stent life, radial force, and hoop force 

After model fault examinations and repairs in SpaceClaim, the DGS-8B mesh was 

generated using the Triangle method with 0.1 mm element size, 52177 nodes, and 

81334 elements. DGS-8B was crimped to 12.865 mm on the X-axis and 3.432 mm on the 

Z-axis in the coordinate system to mimic the final crimping procedure at the head of the 

delivery system. After adding the displacements of total deformation and directional 

deformation and setting the analysis data, the DGS-8B life was obtained as 0, radial force: 

X-axis -3.7378e+005 [N], Y-axis 1.6704e-004 [N], Z-axis -2.1931e-008 [N], total 

3.7378e+005 [N]; see Figure 40. 

  

Figure 40. Simulation of DGS-8B stent life and radial force 
A: Total deformation of DGS-8B; B: Directional deformation of DGS-8B, C: Maximum life of DGS-8B: 0, D: 
Average radial force of DGS-8B: X-axis -3.7378e+005 [N], Y-axis 1.6704e-004 [N], Z-axis -2.1931e-008 
[N], total 3.7378e+005 [N]. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-10B stent life, radial force, and hoop force 

After model fault examinations and repairs in SpaceClaim, the DGS-10B mesh was 

generated using the Triangle method with 0.1 mm element size, 55065 nodes, and 

83828 elements. DGS-10B was crimped to 12.575 mm on the X-axis and 3.432 mm on 

the Z-axis in the coordinate system to mimic the final crimping procedure at the head of 

the delivery system. After adding the displacements of total deformation and directional 

deformation while setting the analysis data, the DGS-10B life was obtained as Minimum: 

0, Maximum: 8370.1, Average: 1.0603. After preforming the total deformation and 

directional deformation, the radial force was obtained as: X-axis: -2.4127e+005[N], 

Y-axis: 2.8678e-002 [N], Z-axis: 2.3733e-008 [N], total: 2.4127e+005 [N]; see Figure 41. 

  

Figure 41. Simulation of DGS-10B stent life and radial force 
A: Total deformation of DGS-10B; B: Directional deformation of DGS-10B, C: Maximum life of DGS-10B: 
1.0603, D: Average radial force of DGS-10B: X-axis: -2.4127e+005, Y-axis: 2.8678e-002 [N], Z-axis: 
2.3733e-008 [N], total: 2.4127e+005 [N]. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-12D stent life, radial force, and hoop force 

After model fault examinations and repairs in SpaceClaim, the DGS-12D mesh was 

generated using the Triangle method with default element size, 62353 nodes, and 

180759 elements. DGS-12D was crimped to 11.168 mm on the X-axis and 4 mm on the 

Z-axis in the coordinate system to mimic the final crimping procedure at the head of the 

delivery system. After adding the displacements of total deformation and directional 

deformation and setting the analysis data, the DGS-12D life was obtained as Minimum: 

1e+006, Maximum: 1e+006, Average: 1e+006. After preforming the total deformation and 

directional deformation, the radial force was obtained as: X-axis: -2.4068e+008 [N], 

Y-axis: -7049.8 [N], Z-axis-43.719 [N], total: 2.4068e+008 [N]; see Figure 42. 

  

Figure 42. Simulation of DGS-12D stent life and radial force 
A: Total deformation of DGS-12D, B: Directional deformation of DGS-12D, C: Maximum life of DGS-12D: 
1. e+006, D: Average radial force of DGS-12D:  X axis 2.4068e+008 [N], Y axis:  7049.8 [N], Z axis-43.719 
[N], total: 2.4068e+008 [N]. 
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3.5.2 Simulation of DGS stent life, radial force, and hoop force in Group 2 

❖ Simulation of DGS-8A stent life, radial force, and hoop force 

After model fault examinations and repairs in SpaceClaim, the DGS-8A mesh was 

generated using the Triangle method with 0.1 mm element size, 53836 nodes, and 

84234 elements. DGS-8A was crimped to 11.622 mm on the X-axis and 5.4805 mm on 

the Z-axis in the coordinate system to mimic the final crimping procedure at the head of 

the delivery system. After adding the displacements of total deformation and directional 

deformation while setting the analysis data, the DGS-8A life was obtained as Minimum: 

0, Maximum: 0, Average: 0. After preforming the total deformation and directional 

deformation, the radial force was obtained as: X-axis: -3.6033e+005 [N], Y-axis: 6.2188 

[N], Z-axis: -6,8305e-006 [N], total: 3.6033e+005 [N] as shown in Figure 43. 

  

Figure 43. Simulation of DGS-8A stent life and radial force 
A: Total deformation of DGS-8A; B: Directional deformation of DGS-8A, C: Maximum life of DGS-8A: 
46093, D: Average radial force of DGS-8A: X-axis: -3.6033e+005 [N], Y-axis: 6.2188 [N], Z-axis: --6,8305e-
006 [N], total: 3.6033e+005 [N]. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-9A stent life, radial force, and hoop force 

After model fault examinations and repairs in SpaceClaim, the DGS-9A mesh was 

generated using the Triangle method with 0.1 mm element size, 53836 nodes, and 

84234 elements. DGS-9A was crimped to 11.186 mm on the X-axis and 5.1835 mm on 

the Z-axis in the coordinate system to mimic the final crimping procedure at the head of 

the delivery system. After adding the displacements of total deformation and directional 

deformation while setting the analysis data (supplementary file: DGS-9A Mechanical 

Report), the DGS-9A life was obtained as Minimum: 0, Maximum: 0, and Average: 0. After 

preforming the total deformation and directional deformation, the radial force was 

obtained as: Maximum Value Over Time: X-axis: -3,6033 e+005 [N], Y-axis: 6,2188 [N], 

Z-axis: -6,8305e-006 [N], total: 3,6033 e+005 [N] as shown in Figure 44. 

  

Figure 44. Simulation of DGS-9A stent life and radial force 
A: Total deformation of DGS-9A; B: Directional deformation of DGS-9A, C: Maximum life of DGS-9A: 
46093, D: Average radial force of DGS-9A: X axis:  3,6033 e+005 [N], Y axis: 6,2188 [N], Z axis:  6,8305e-
006 [N], total: 3,6033 e+005 [N]. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-10A stent life, radial force, and hoop force 

After model fault examinations and repairs in SpaceClaim, the DGS-10A mesh was 

generated using the Triangle method with 0.1 mm element size, 58717 nodes, and 

90344 elements. DGS-10A was crimped to 13.434 mm on the X-axis and 5.1835mm on 

the Z-axis in the coordinate system to mimic the final crimping procedure at the head of 

the delivery system. After adding the displacements of total deformation and directional 

deformation while setting the analysis data, the DGS-10A life was obtained as Minimum: 

0, Maximum: 46093, and Average: 1.7067. After preforming the total deformation and 

directional deformation, the radial force was obtained as: X-axis -2.278e+005 [N], Y-axis 

20.99 [N], Z-axis 9.1749e-007 [N], total: 2.278e+005 [N] as shown in Figure 45. 

  

Figure 45. Simulation of DGS-10A stent life and radial force 
A: Total deformation of DGS-10A; B: Directional deformation of DGS-10A, C: Maximum life of DGS-10A: 
46093, D: Average radial force of DGS-10A: X axis 2.278e+005 [N], Y axis 20.99 [N], Z axis 9.1749e-007 
[N], total: 2.278e+005 [N]. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-12C stent life, radial force, and hoop force 

After model fault examinations and repairs in SpaceClaim, the DGS-12C mesh was 

generated using the Triangle method with default element size, 152811 nodes, and 

67107 elements. DGS-12C was crimped to 11.684 mm on the X-axis and 4 mm on the 

Z-axis in the coordinate system to mimic the final crimping procedure at the head of the 

delivery system. After adding the displacements of total deformation and directional 

deformation while setting the analysis data, the DGS-12C life was obtained as Minimum: 

0, Maximum: 2.4956e+005, and Average: 5.5056. After preforming the total deformation 

and directional deformation, the radial force was obtained as: X-axis: -1.9072e+005 [N], 

Y-axis: -5.1651 [N], Z-axis: -6.7032e-009 [N], total: 1.9072e+005 [N] as shown in Figure 

46. 

  

Figure 46. Simulation of DGS-12C stent life and radial force 
A: Total deformation of DGS-12C; B: Directional deformation of DGS-12C, C: Maximum life of DGS-12C: 
2.4956e+005, D: Average radial force of DGS-12C: 1.9072e+005 [N], Y axis:  5.1651 [N], Z axis: -6.7032e-
009 [N], total: 1.9072e+005 [N]. 
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3.5.3 Simulation of DGS stent life, radial force, and hoop force in Group 3 

❖ Simulation of DGS-12A and 12B stent life, radial force  

After model fault examinations and repairs in SpaceClaim, the DGS-12A mesh was then 

generated using the Triangle method with default element size, 144580 nodes, and 

58116 elements. DGS-12A was crimped to 11 mm on the X-axis and 4 mm on the Z-axis 

in the coordinate system to mimic the final crimping procedure at the head of the delivery 

system. After adding the displacements of total deformation and directional deformation 

while setting the analysis data, the DGS-12A life was obtained as Minimum: 1e+006, 

Maximum: 1e+006, and Average: 1e+006. After preforming the total deformation and 

directional deformation, the radial force was obtained as: X-axis: -2.363e+008 [N], 

Y-axis -33161 [N], Z-axis -87.795 [N], total 2.363e+008 [N] as shown in Figure 47. 

  

Figure 47. Simulation of DGS-12A stent life and radial force. 
A: Total deformation of DGS-12A; B: Directional deformation of DGS-12A, C: Maximum life of DGS-12A: 
1.00E+06, D: Average radial force of DGS-12A: X-axis: -2.363e+008 [N], Y-axis -33161 [N], Z-axis -87.795 
[N], total 2.363e+008 [N]. 
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After model fault examinations and repairs in SpaceClaim, the DGS-12B mesh was then 

generated using the Triangle method with default element size, 75223 nodes, and 

118441 elements. DGS-12B was crimped to 11.373 mm on the X-axis and 4 mm on the 

Z-axis in the coordinate system to mimic the final crimping procedure at the head of the 

delivery system. After adding the displacements of total deformation and directional 

Minimum: 0, Maximum: 54509, and Average: 1,5791. After preforming the total 

deformation and directional deformation, the radial force was obtained as: 

X-axis -2.1989e+005 [N], Y-axis 34.374 [N], Z-axis 8.0838e-007 [N], total 2.1989e+005 

[N] as shown in Figure 48. 

  

Figure 48. Simulation of DGS-12B stent life and radial force 
A: Total deformation of DGS-12B; B: Directional deformation of DGS-12B, C: Maximum life of DGS-12B: 
54509, D: Average radial force of DGS-12B: X-axis -2.1989e+005 [N], Y-axis 34.374 [N], Z-axis 8.0838e-
007 [N], total 2.1989e+005 [N]. 
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3.6. Stents+ RVOT+PA simulation for the DGS stents’ hoop force 

3.6.1 Stents+ RVOT+PA simulation for the DGS stents’ hoop force in Group 1 

❖ Simulation of DGS-3 stent + RVOT+PA for the hoop force 

Due to the large crimped diameter, large profile, and short stent life, the DGS-3 was not 

imported into Ansys to pursue the calculation of the hoop force with the RVOT+PA 3D 

model. 

❖ Simulation of DGS-5 stent + RVOT+PA for the hoop force 

The Triangle method was carried out to mesh DGS-5 and RVOT+PA with element size 

0.1 mm for the stent (advanced defeature size 6.0107e-004 mm) and 1 mm for RVOT+PA 

(advanced defeature size 1 mm). DGS-5 was meshed into 56737 nodes with 

90672 elements, while the RVOT+PA model was meshed into 4412 nodes with 

8661 elements. After making contact with each other, total deformation action was added 

into the model along with the force reaction. After setting all the data, the average hoop 

force results were generated with a 1-second displacement time: X-axis: 57802 [N], 

Y-axis: 0.12076[N], Z-axis: 1.952e-002 [N], total: 57802 [N]; see Figure 49. 

  

Figure 49. Simulation of DGS-5 stent hoop force with RVOT+PA 3D model 
A: Total deformation of DGS-5 in RVOT+PA model after expansion, B: Directional deformation of DGS-5 
in RVOT+PA model after expansion, C: Equivalent stress of DGS-5, D-F: Hoop force from 11649 [N] to 
57802 [N] during the stent self-expandable attachment to the RVOT+PA. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-7 stent + RVOT+PA for the hoop force 

The Triangle method was then performed to mesh DGS-7 and RVOT+PA with element 

size 0.1 mm for the stent (advanced defeature size 6.0107e-004 mm) and 1 mm for 

RVOT+PA (advanced defeature size 1 mm). DGS-7 was meshed into 50250 nodes with 

79609 elements, while the RVOT+PA model was meshed into 4339 nodes with 

8516 elements. After setting all the data, the average hoop force results were generated 

with a 1-second displacement time: X-axis: 54647 [N], Y-axis: 5.5695e-002 [N], 

Z-axis: -9.6831e-003 [N], total: 54647 [N]; see Figure 50. 

  

Figure 50. Simulation of DGS-7 stent hoop force with RVOT+PA 3D model 
A: Total deformation of DGS-7 in RVOT+PA model after expansion, B: Directional deformation of DGS-7 
in RVOT+PA model after expansion, C: Equivalent stress of DGS-7, D-F: Hoop force from 11649 [N] to 
54703 [N] during the stent self-expandable attachment to the RVOT+PA. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-8B stent + RVOT+PA for the hoop force 

The Triangle method was carried out to mesh DGS-8B and RVOT+PA with element size 

0.1 mm for the stent (advanced defeature size 6.0107e-004 mm) and 1 mm for RVOT+PA 

(advanced defeature size 1 mm). DGS-8B was meshed into 17605 nodes with 

24280 elements, while the RVOT+PA model was meshed into 4339 nodes with 

8516 elements. After setting all the data, the average hoop force results were generated 

with a 0.89466-second displacement time as: X-axis 53248 [N]; Y-axis: 0.17035 [N], 

Z-axis: -4.7569e-002 [N], total: 53248 [N]; see Figure 51. 

  

Figure 51. Simulation of DGS-8B stent hoop force with RVOT+PA 3D model 
A: Total deformation of DGS-8B in RVOT+PA model after expansion, B: Directional deformation of DGS-8B 
in RVOT+PA model after expansion, C: Equivalent stress of DGS-8B, D-F: Hoop force from 13288 [N] to 
53248 [N] during the stent self-expandable attachment to the RVOT+PA. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-10B stent + RVOT+PA for the hoop force 

The Triangle method was carried out to mesh DGS-10B and RVOT+PA with element size 

0.1 mm for the stent (advanced defeature size 5, e-002 mm) and 1 mm for RVOT+PA 

(advanced defeature size 1 mm). DGS-10B was meshed into 19848 nodes with 

27144 elements, while the RVOT+PA model was meshed into 4133 nodes with 

8104 elements. After setting all the data, the average hoop force results were generated 

with a 1-second displacement time as: X-axis 56650 [N]; Y-axis: 0.22527 [N], 

Z-axis: -0.6212 N, total: 56650 [N]; see Figure 52. 

  

Figure 52. Simulation of DGS-10B stent hoop force with RVOT+PA 3D model 
A: Total deformation of DGS-10B in RVOT+PA model after expansion, B: Directional deformation of 
DGS-10B in RVOT+PA model after expansion, C: Equivalent stress of DGS-10B, D-F: Hoop force from 
5801.4 [N] to 16368 [N] during the stent self-expandable attachment to the RVOT+PA. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-12D stent + RVOT+PA for the hoop force 

The Triangle method was carried out to mesh DGS-12D with 19575 nodes and 

26614 elements, while 4133 nodes and 8104 elements were used for RVOT+PA 

meshing. After making contact with each other, the total deformation action was added 

into the model, along with the force reaction. After setting all the data, the average hoop 

force results were generated with a 0.89466-second displacement time as: X-axis: 46297 

[N]; Y-axis: -2.7464e-002 [N], Z-axis: -6.5259e-002 [N], total: 46297 [N]; see Figure 53. 

  

Figure 53. Simulation of DGS-12D stent hoop force with RVOT+PA 3D model. 
A: Total deformation of DGS-12D in RVOT+PA model after expansion, B: Directional deformation of 
DGS-12D in RVOT+PA model after expansion, C: Equivalent stress of DGS-12D, D-F: Hoop force from 
11210 [N] to 50795 [N] during the stent self-expandable attachment to the RVOT+PA. 
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3.6.2 Stents+ RVOT+PA simulation for the DGS stents’ hoop force in Group 2 

❖ Simulation of DGS-8A stent + RVOT+PA for the hoop force 

The Triangle method was then carried out to mesh DGS-8A and RVOT+PA with element 

size 5.e-002 mm for the stent (advanced defeature size 6.0107e-004 mm) and 1 mm for 

RVOT+PA (advanced defeature size 1 mm). DGS-8A was then meshed into 82088 nodes 

with 137847 elements, while the RVOT+PA model was meshed into 2111 nodes with 

4108 elements. After contacting each other, total deformation action was added into the 

model along with the force reaction. The average hoop force results were generated with 

a 1-second displacement time as follows: Maximum Value Over Time: X-axis: 49334 [N]; 

Y-axis: -68.57 [N], Z-axis: -10746 [N], total: 50490 [N]; see Figure 54. 

  

Figure 54. Simulation of DGS-8A stent hoop force with RVOT+PA 3D model 
A and B: Total deformation of DGS-8A in RVOT+PA model after expansion, C-E: Hoop force from 10104 
[N] to 50490 [N] during the stent self-expandable attachment to the RVOT+PA. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-9A stent + RVOT+PA for the hoop force 

The Triangle method was carried out to mesh DGS-9A and RVOT+PA with element size 

0.1 mm for the stent (advanced defeature size 6.1194e-004 mm) and 1 mm for RVOT+PA 

(advanced defeature size 1 mm). DGS-9A was meshed into 41814 nodes with 

66770 elements, while the RVOT+PA model was meshed into 2102 nodes with 

4091 elements. After contacting each other, total deformation action was added into the 

model, along with the force reaction. After setting all the data, the average hoop force 

results were generated with a 1-second displacement time as follows: X-axis: 60389 [N], 

Y-axis: -16.652 [N], Z-axis: -667.57 [N], total: 60393 [N]; see Figure 55. 

  

Figure 55. Simulation of DGS-9A stent hoop force with RVOT+PA 3D model 
A: Total deformation of DGS-9A in RVOT+PA model after expansion, B: Directional deformation of DGS-9A 
in RVOT+PA model after expansion, C: Equivalent stress of DGS-9A, D-F: Hoop force from 15340 [N] to 
60393 [N] during the stent self-expandable attachment to the RVOT+PA. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-10A stent + RVOT+PA for the hoop force 

The Triangle method was carried out to mesh DGS-10A and RVOT+PA with element size 

0.1 mm for the stent (advanced defeature size 5, e-002 mm) and 1 mm for RVOT+PA 

(advanced defeature size 1 mm). DGS-10A was meshed into 20441 nodes with 

27744 elements, while the RVOT+PA model was meshed into 2110 nodes with 

4106 elements. After making contact with each other, total deformation action was added 

into the model, along with the force reaction. After setting all the data, the average hoop 

force results were generated with a 1-second displacement time as: X-axis: 23639 [N]; 

Y-axis: -0.10977 [N], Z-axis: 0.29715 [N], total 23639 [N]; see Figure 56. 

  

Figure 56. Simulation of DGS-10A stent hoop force with RVOT+PA 3D model 
A: Total deformation of DGS-10A in RVOT+PA model after expansion, B-D: Hoop force from 4913.5 [N] to 
23639 [N] during the stent self-expandable attachment to the RVOT+PA. 
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❖ Simulation of DGS-12C stent + RVOT+PA for the hoop force 

The Triangle method was carried out to mesh DGS 12C and RVOT+PA with default 

element size 0.11945 mm for the stent (advanced defeature size 5, e-002 mm) and1 mm 

for RVOT+PA (advanced defeature size 1 mm). After making contact with each other, 

total deformation action was added into the model, along with the force reaction. After 

setting all the data, the average hoop force results were generated with a0.72 second 

displacement time as: X axis: 29762 [N]; Y axis:  6.3998 [N], Z axis:  1548.2 [N], total: 

29802 [N]; see Figure 57. 

  

Figure 57. Simulation of DGS-12C stent hoop force with RVOT+PA 3D model 
A: Total deformation of DGS-12C in RVOT+PA model after expansion, B-D: Hoop force from 1002.6 [N] to 
39722 [N] during the stent self-expandable attachment to the RVOT+PA. 
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3.6.3 Stents+ RVOT+PA simulation for the DGS stents’ hoop force in Group 3 

❖ Simulation of DGS-12A and DGS-12B stents + RVOT+PA for the hoop force 

After model fault examinations and repairs in SpaceClaim, the DGS-12B mesh was then 

generated using the Triangle method with default element size, 75223 nodes, and 

118441 elements. DGS-12B was crimped to 11.373 mm on the X-axis and 4 mm on the 

Z-axis in the coordinate system to mimic the final crimping procedure at the head of the 

delivery system. After adding the displacements of total deformation and directional 

Minimum: 0, Maximum: 54509, and Average: 1,5791. After preforming the total 

deformation and directional deformation, the radial force was obtained as: 

X-axis -2.1989e+005 [N], Y-axis 34.374 [N], Z-axis 8.0838e-007 [N], total 2.1989e+005 

[N] as shown in Figure 58.

Figure 58. Simulation of DGS-12B stent hoop force with RVOT+PA 3D model 
A: Total deformation of DGS-12B in RVOT+PA model after expansion, B-D: Hoop force from 5801.4 [N] to 
16368 [N] during the stent self-expandable attachment to the RVOT+PA. 



Table 1. Parameters, life, radial force, hoop force of DGS stents 

 Expandable 

diameter (mm) 

Expandable 

height (mm) 

Crimped 

diameter (mm) 

Crimped 

height (mm) 

Life of DGS 

stents 

Radial force of 

DGS stents 

Hoop force of DGS stents [N] 

MAX  MIN  Average  

Group 1 

DGS-3 30 40.4 10.3 44.4 3219.2 1.88E+05 - - - 

DGS-5 30 35.8 7.6 41.2 16406 1.94E+05 57802 11649 57802 

DGS-7 30 36.1 6.0 40.3 1.00E+06 1.89E+05 54703 11649 54647 

DGS-8B 30 31.7 10.3 40.0 0 3.74E+05 58362 13288 53248 

DGS-10B 30 31.1 7.0 38.7 8370.1 2.41E+05 56650 12150 56650 

DGS-12D 30 28.9 7.2 37.2 1.00E+06 2.41E+08 50795 11210 46297 

Group 2 

DGS-8A 30 30.9 10.4 40.0 0 3.60E+05 50490 10104 50490 

DGS-9A 30 30.3 10.3 39.7 0 3.60E+05 60393 15340 60393 

DGS-10A 30 31.4 7.1 39.1 46093 2.28E+05 23639 4913.5 23639 

DGS-12C 30 28.9 7.2 37.2 2.50E+005 1.91E+05 39722 1002.6 29802 

Group 3 
DGS-12A 30-36 31.4 7.9-9.5 41.0 1.00E+06 2.36E+08 16368 5.80E+03 16368 

DGS-12B 36-30 31.4 9.5-7.9 41.0 54509 2.20E+05 16368 5.80E+03 16368 
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4. Discussion 

In the present study, 12 functional stent prototypes, radial force and lives with Nitinol and 

self-expandable features were successfully generated in Autodesk Fusion 360 and 

Ansys 2021 R2. Furthermore, the hoop force of eleven stents was obtained with the 

RVOT+PA model after being computed in 3D Slicer. In line with previous studies on the 

descriptions and specifications of TAVI and TPVR devices currently available on the 

medical market (41, 73-78), we found that DGS-5, DGS-7, DGS-10B and DGS-12D in 

Group 1, as well as DGS-10A and DGS-12C in Group 2 can be further tested in vitro due 

to their long stent lives, proper radial force, and large hoop force, and could then be 

available for transcatheter autologous pulmonary valve replacement in future large animal 

studies, or even in clinical application. However, the oval stents DGS-12A and DGS-12B 

in Group 3 need to be redesigned to optimize the geometries in order to achieve the ideal 

radial force, life, and hoop force. However, current issues in regard to TPVR, such as 

stent and RVOT fracture, stented heart valve migration, and coronary occlusion should 

be addressed to achieve better clinical outcomes. Furthermore, due to the increasing 

number of patients suffering from valvular diseases including dysfunctional RVOT, 

numerous stents for transcatheter heart valve treatments are being improved to adapt to 

various RVOT anatomies, suggesting that a "one-size-fits-all" self-expandable stent as a 

carrier is needed to design a 3D shape autologous heart valve in order to determine 

anatomical and clinical issues. 

4.1. Animal 3D cardiac CT reconstructions in 3D Slicer 

Technological developments in 3-dimensional (3D) -CTA have opened the door to the 

novel way in personalized planning of transcatheter heart valve implantation for patients 

with structural heart valve diseases (79-81). Cross-sectional imaging with 3D C-CTA is 

critical to reveal the suitability for TPVR: comprehension of RVOT anatomy, the proximity 

of the left coronary artery to the native pulmonary root, and distensibility of RVOT are 

needed pre-requisites for TPVR (82, 83). In addition to this, 3D C-CTA can predict the 

indication of candidate percutaneous access routes, including the transfemoral, trans 

jugular, and subclavian routes, and answer any key anatomical questions. Furthermore, 

the landing zone— the ideal implantation site for TPVR— is a conduit to guarantee the 

protection of the stented pulmonary valve free from PVL, migration, and coronary 

compression. To create an accurate 3D segmentation of landing zone anatomy at RVOT, 

CT datasets should undergo segmentation, wherein the personalized CT data is assigned 

to a region of interest to generate the 3D structures. To demonstrate the cardiac 
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architecture, including the four heart chambers and great vessels, 3D reconstructions of 

the cardiac anatomy were performed on all animal cardiac CT scans. The right ventricle 

and main pulmonary artery in 3D models were trimmed to provide a landing zone for the 

DGS stents in order to do the hoop force simulation. 

4.2. Functional stent designs in Fusion 360 

4.2.1 Design principles for TPVR devices 

4.2.1.1. Comprehensive components of functional stents for TPVR 

TPVR devices should be equipped with numerous comprehensive components. 

Specifically, they should be suitable for a wide range of annulus sizes, different pulmonary 

valve pathologies, ensure long-term durability, minimal paravalvular leak, optimal 

effective orifice area, minimal vascular access size, easy coronary access or freedom 

from occlusion, consistent commissural alignment, use in patients with low EF (e.g., no 

need for rapid pacing), have a low risk of permanent pacemaker implantation and/or new 

permanent conduction abnormalities, confer a minimal need for using contrast media, be 

repositionable and retrievable, and have an easy-to-use delivery system. 

Although most patients with aortic valve diseases and dysfunctional RV-to-PA conduits 

or a patched RVOT are suitable for stented valve types that are currently available on the 

market, certain scenarios may slightly favor one particular design. It may also not be 

possible to find an appropriate device for patients with pulmonary artery root dilation. 

4.2.1.2. A "one-size-fits-all" functional stent 

A "one-fits-all" functional stent, which would be used to mount an autologous pulmonary 

valve in place for transcatheter implantation, should be equipped with additional 

capabilities in order to accommodate different RVOT anatomies. To optimize 

transcatheter application, the ideal stent should have the following features: 

❖ Ideal radial force, which constitutes having enough strength to resist the rebound 

force of the vessel after full expansion.  

❖ Capacity for expansion, i.e., be evenly expandable to the required diameter. 

❖ Biocompatibility, i.e., a strong anti-blood corrosion ability without the occurrence of 

thrombosis.  

❖ Flexibility to accurately reach the right position through various vascular anatomies.  

❖ Ideal tracer, which should make it easy to track the position of the stent for accurate 

positioning during angiography.  

❖ Low risk of damage to the vascular wall, i.e., the reduction of intimal hyperplasia and 

in-stent restenosis following implantation, retrieval, and repositioning.  
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❖ Long stent life, making this a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 

❖ Low crimped profile for easy delivery; low axial shortening, which can be convenient 

for accurate release and positioning.  

❖ High-cost performance, which can be affordable for patients and healthcare providers 

worldwide. 

In view of the above "ideal standards" for the design of a pulmonary valve stent, an "one-

fits-all" autologous pulmonary valve stent for interventional application should be 

designed in the hope of mounting a flawless autologous pulmonary valve for both adults 

and children. Additionally, a stent for interventional heart valve implantation should also 

be equipped with serviceable functions. For instance, it should be possible to mount the 

new autologous pulmonary valve with its original architecture, offer easy real-time 

suturing prior to implantation, possess an ideal anchoring ability without stented 

pulmonary valve migration during the whole cardiac cycle, provide ample opening space 

for the new heart valve, and be free from interference of diseased tissue (calcification, 

hyperplasia, etc.) as well as the normal architectures of the heart (conduction bundles, 

coronary arteries, etc.). 

4.2.2 Functional features of DGS stents 

4.2.2.1. The concept of a functional "one-fits-all" stent for TPVR 

A stent for TPVR should not only be used to mount an autologous pulmonary valve for 

real-time application, but should also have with the desired radial and hoop force, possess 

a durable stent life, have a large opening space for the heart valve, provide an appropriate 

combination with the RVOT anatomy, have easy suturing availability to retain an 

autologous heart valve, have a low profile, possess benign blood flow conduction, stable 

metallic characteristics, adopt an invigorative anchoring configuration and an attractive 

architectural design. 

4.2.2.2. The methodology of the stent design 

The methodology of the stent design in this study followed the concept outlined above. 

To recap, the designs of the twelve DGS stents can be divided into three different types 

according to their architectures: vertical stents (DGS-3, DGS-5, DGS7, DGS-8B, 

DGS-10B, DGS-12D), cylindrical stents with outstretched crowns (DGS-8A, DGS-9A, 

DGS-10A DGS-12C), and transitional oval stents with outstretched crowns (DGS-12A 

and DGS-12B). 
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4.2.2.3. Vertical stents  

The DGS-3 and DGS-5 stents were designed with three functional segments: A top crown 

with V-shaped struts for PA anchoring, new leaflet loading zones with two specific suture 

lines at the commissural horizontal and fixation points for the edges of the new leaflets, 

and a bottom crown for RVOT anchoring. The top crowns of these two stents help the 

stented autologous heart valve to anchor inside the annulus at the main pulmonary artery, 

while the bottom crowns help the heart valve to properly anchor at the RVOT. The main 

functional segment of these two stents is the new leaflet loading zones with two specific 

suture lines at the commissural horizontal and fixation points for the edges of the new 

leaflets. Moreover, various potential suture points (DGS-3: 17, DGS-5: 16) enable the 

surgeon to perform extra fixations for the new leaflets. However, due to the large, crimped 

profile (44.4 mm) and diameter (10.3 mm) of DGS-3, it is unsuitable for transcatheter 

interventions, especially in children. Furthermore, it may be troublesome to deploy DGS-3 

in the aortic valve position for coronary catheterization. Accordingly, DGS-5 is suitable for 

pulmonary valves due to its large open-cell design in the middle segment as well as its 

low crimped profile (41.2 mm) and smaller crimped diameter (7.6 mm), which can be 

loaded in the 24Fr head of a delivery system for deployment. Furthermore, DGS-3 and 

DGS-5 both possess capabilities for repositioning or retrieval. 

DGS-7 and DGS-8B share a similar design and have four functional segments: A top 

lotus crown for pulmonary artery anchoring, a middle crown for native leaflet compression 

and two suture lines at the commissural horizontal, symmetrical support architectures for 

suturing new leaflets, and a basal crown for RVOT anchoring. DGS-8B and DGS-9B have 

larger open-cell top and bottom crowns compared to those of DGS-7. In addition, DGS-8B 

and DGS-9B have equal distances at the top two suture lines (commissural horizontals), 

which help surgeons in real time while sewing stented heart valves due to the fixed suture 

holes. Meanwhile, the new heart valve can be sutured onto the Y-shaped struts of DGS-7 

with two suture lines. These three stents have nine approximately equal suture distances 

aligned to the edges of each leaflet along with similar struts to compress the native 

pulmonary valve against the artery wall or the tissues aligned at the annular zones in 

order to provide the new heart valve with large opening orifices. Hooks at the bottom 

crowns of these three stents are also available for stented heart valve repositioning. The 

space between the compression struts and the basal segment of the new leaflet can 

facilitate coronary catheterization; hence, these three stents are suitable for TPVR. 

DGS-7 has a smaller crimped diameter (6 mm) and larger profile (40.3 mm crimped 
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height) compared to DGS-8B (10.3 mm crimped diameter and 40 mm crimped height) 

which can be deployed using 18Fr and 32Fr delivery systems. 

DGS-10B and DGS-12D have the same crown at the top in conjunction with the middle 

segments for PA anchoring and native heart valve compression. In addition, they have 

two suture lines at the commissural horizontal with equal suturing distances. These two 

segments have large and symmetrical open cells that can help the stented heart valve 

attain better blood flow conduction and maintain a stable hoop force during the whole 

cardiac cycle. Segment III of these two stents was designed with approximate 

determinate suture points (17 points) (2.7 mm to 3.1 mm) for leaflet hosting as well as a 

strong asymmetrical support frame with retrieving struts for stent repositioning. 

Furthermore, they all have hook-connect points below the three commissures at the 

second suture point connection between the two leaflet junctions. The difference in this 

segment between DGS-10B and DGS-12D is that DGS-10B does not have guard arms 

at the bottom to protect the new leaflets. Between the middle crown and the basal parts 

of segment III, these two stents offer ample space for coronary catheterization, making 

these two stents suitable for TPVR. Furthermore, they can provide valve-in-valve 

opportunities for patients with bioprosthetic valve degradation who are scheduled to 

undergo interventional heart valve implantation or who experience stented pulmonary 

valve dysfunction during implantation. Segment IV of these two stents have similar struts 

for RVOT anchoring. Additionally, DGS-12D has both a lower expanded profile 

(expanded height: 28.9 mm) compared to DGS-10B (31.1 mm) and crimped height 

(37.2 mm vs. 38.7 mm), while the crimped diameter is larger (7.23 mm vs. 7 mm). 

Accordingly, they can all be deployed using a 22Fr delivery system. 

4.2.2.4. Cylindrical stents with outstretched crowns  

DGS-8A has the same design concept as DGS-9A. This concept includes segment II for 

native heart valve compression and equal suturing distances at the two suture lines 

aligned at the commissural horizontal, segment III for new pulmonary valve suturing with 

strong symmetrical support structures and hooks for heart valve repositioning, and a 

basal crown for RVOT anchoring. The difference between DGS-8A and DGS-9A is the 

design philosophy of the top lotus crown. The top crown of DGS-8A was designed to be 

34 mm in diameter and 2 mm offset from the core segment hosting the 30-mm diameter 

new pulmonary valve for more extensive dilation of the PA. Furthermore, the top of this 

crown features tiny-outstretched arms at the distal end of the cells with a 0.2-mm offset 

from the top crown. This design was meant to improve anchoring at the PA and prevent 
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stented pulmonary valve migration during the whole cardiac cycle. However, these tiny-

outstretched arms may risk damaging the endangium, which may cause great vessel 

dissection, especially in calcific aortas in elderly patients. DGS-8A can be fully crimped 

in a crimping tool to 40 mm in height and 10.4 mm in diameter and can be loaded at the 

head of a 32Fr delivery system. DGS-9A, on the other hand, is 10.3 mm in diameter and 

39.7 mm in height when crimped. Due to their large, crimped profiles, they are unsuitable 

for preclinical testing unless further improvements are made. 

Both DGS-10A and DGS-12C have similar top corollaceous crown struts, with 

12 stabilized cells that can provide better coaxial alignment and are beneficial for 

anchoring at the main pulmonary artery trunk. Furthermore, segment II of these two stents 

has the same function, including two suture lines at the commissural horizontal for heart 

valve fixation and three outstretched arms to guard the leaflets and compress the native 

leaflets. With these outstretched arms, the whole prosthesis offers ample space for the 

new autologous pulmonary valve with or without Valsalva sinuses, can rid itself of calcific 

tissue, maintain the desired geometry of the new autologous pulmonary valve, as well as 

prevent paravalvular leak and stented heart valve migration from its ideal position despite 

blood stress during the filling phase of the cardiac cycle. The difference in this segment 

between DGS-10A and DGS-12C is that the latter has three outstretched guard arms at 

the bottom that serve not only to protect the new leaflets, but also to prevent paravalvular 

leak and stented autologous pulmonary valve migration. Between the middle crown and 

the basal parts of segment III, these two stents offer ample space for coronary 

catheterization, signifying that these two stents may be suitable for TaPVR. They also 

have the same 17 sewing points at each leaflet frame at approximate equal distances, 

offering surgeons determinate suture points during the surgery for running or interrupted 

sutures. Stented autologous pulmonary valves with DGS-10A and DGS-12C can also be 

repositioned at the middle crown level with the help of a hook-connect point at the second 

suture point connection between the two leaflet junctions below the three commissures. 

The large space between the outstretched arms at segment II and the basal part of the 

leaflets means that patients can undergo coronary catheterization while freeing them from 

coronary occlusion in TPVR. In segment IV for RVOT anchoring, DGS-10A and DGS-12C 

have two slick secure layers to help the stented autologous pulmonary valve adhere at 

the RVOT without interrupting cardiac conduction bundles and other cardiac structures. 

These two secure architectures can also help the stented heart valve to avoid migration 

to the artery and prevent paravalvular leak at the RVOT level. DGS-12 has three 
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safeguarding architectures: the outstretched guard arms at segment II and segment III, 

as well as two secure layers in segment IV to address device-related paravalvular leak, 

device migration, coronary occlusion, and inadaptation in various anatomies. However, 

DGS-10A has only two safeguarding architectures. With these secure struts, it can be 

assumed that these two stents may be applied without the need for adopting an oversize 

strategy during the pre-implantation evaluation. Accordingly, a 30-mm diameter DGS-10A 

or DGS-12C may be applied in a patient with a 30-mm annulus diameter instead of being 

10-20% oversized. DGS-12C has a lower expanded height (28.9 mm) compared to that 

of DGS-10A (31.4 mm), as well as a lower crimped height (37.2 mm vs. 39.1 mm); 

however, the crimped diameter is larger (7.23 mm vs. 7.1 mm). They can all be delivered 

using a 22Fr delivery system. 

4.2.2.5. Functional stents for an oval autologous pulmonary valve  

DGS-12A and DGS-12B were designed to fit the RVOT and PA anatomy, which means 

an oval shape in the RVOT and an approximate circular shape in the PA (84-86). They 

possess the same functional architectures as DGS-12C, except for their transitional 

circular-to-oval geometry. The aim of DGS-12A and DGS-12B is to load a tricuspid valve; 

however, the heart valve attachment at the three commissures in an oval stent should be 

two-style owing to the asymmetrical nature of the ovality. Therefore, the difference 

between DGS-12A and DGS-12B is the position of one of the commissures sutured into 

the stent at the long axis or the short axis of the ovality. In this study, the distal segment 

(34 mm in diameter) of the top crown was designed with a circular architecture according 

to the PA anatomy, while the proximal segment of the top corollaceous crown was oval 

(30 mm: 36 mm) and had a ratio of 1:1.2, transitioning gradually from the circular segment 

to ovality. The general shape of segments II, III, and IV was oval and had the same 

functions as DGS-12C (see above). These two stents may also be applied in a patient 

without an oversize strategy due to the three outstretched guard arms for each leaflet and 

the oval geometry. With this oval design, these two stents can adhere to the endangium 

and may help prevent PVL, migration, coronary occlusion while maintaining the ideal 

function of the 3D shaping heart valve. 

4.3. RVOT+PA blood flow and shear force simulation 

Simple RVOT+PA blood flow simulation was achieved using the Ansys 2021 R1 Fluent 

module as shown in Figures 46 and 47. This pressure and velocity (0.6-0.9 m/s)-based 

coupled solver simulation illustrated that the anterior leaflet and anterior of the PA wall 

had the largest shear force, which may serve as an important factor for 3D shaping 
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autologous heart valve designs in the future in attempting to block autologous heart valve 

degradation from the headstream for long-term durability. However, this simulation lacked 

a cardiac cycle (systole and diastole) and stent combination. Therefore, a professional 

workstation is required to save computer costs and accelerate computational 

calculations. 

4.4. Radial force, stent life and hoop force in the RVOT+PA 3D model 

In order to obtain the radial force, stent life, and hoop force with the RVOT+PA 3D model, 

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was performed in Ansys 2021 R1. As shown in Table 1, 

DGS-12A had the largest radial force (2.38E+08 N) compared with other stents, while 

DGS-12C had the smallest radial force (1.69E+05 N). In the hoop force tests, DGS-12A 

and DGS-12B had the smallest hoop force (1.69E+05 N), while DGS-9A had the largest 

(60393 N). In the stent life tests, DGS-7, DGS-12A, and DGS-12D had the longest stent 

life (1.00E+06), while the stent lives of DGS-9A, DGS-8A, and DGS-8B were 0. Here, a 

stent life of "0" was obtained during the crimping procedure in the head of a delivery 

system, which may have been due to the unreasonable design of segment II. These three 

stents should therefore be redesigned or improved for further simulation to establish 

whether they can be applied in future preclinical studies. In terms of radial force, stent 

life, and hoop force in the RVOT+PA 3D model, all stents except DGS-9A, DGS-8A, and 

DGS-8B could be used in vitro testing and future animal trials.  

Regarding the testing of radial force, stent life, and hoop force in the RVOT+PA 3D model 

for Nitinol self-expandable stents, several advantages were identified compared to 

balloon-expandable prostheses. First, they may be deployed on a beating heart; hence, 

patient hemodynamics can be maintained, and the danger of prosthesis migration due to 

pacemaker failure can be eliminated (rapid pacing is required for balloon-expandable 

valved stents). Second, damage to the leaflets may occur during balloon inflation. This 

form of prosthesis damage can be eliminated when using self-expandable valved stents. 

Finally, self-expansion offers the significant benefit of allowing for frequent adjustments 

of a malpositioned prosthesis. When internal pressure is applied to an artery, longitudinal 

and circumferential strains occur. Longitudinal stress is caused by the internal pressure 

pressing on the ends of the artery, extending its length. Circumferential (hoop) stress 

occurs due to internal pressure pushing radially on the artery walls, thus increasing its 

diameter. The impact of stent deployment on the artery or the effect of a crimping tool on 

the stent is similar to that of internal or external pressure on the artery or stent, 

respectively. Consequently, the stent exerts radial force (RF) onto the artery as it 
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expands, resulting in hoop stress, which is associated with an expanding hoop force (HF) 

on the artery wall, producing the hoop stress. In a similar manner, the RF applied by the 

crimping tool generates hoop stress on the stent, from which the HF may be calculated. 

This force is circumferential in nature since it is regarded as an expanding force that is 

exerted on the artery, which corresponds to the phrase "hoop force" in terms of producing 

hoop stress. RF is used to describe the force generated by the stent in order to withstand 

compression. Despite the fact that it is referred to as radial force, this force is 

circumferential as it is thought to be a compressive force acting on the stent. It also 

coincides with the phrase "hoop force" since it is conceived as a compressive force acting 

on the stent. Regardless of the nomenclature used, RF and HF have distinct differences 

in amplitude and direction; therefore, they cannot be directly compared with one another 

(87-89). In regard to the crimped profile and the results of the simulation, DGS-12A, 

DGS-12B, DGS-12C, DGS-12D, DGS-10A, DGS-10B, DGS-7, and DGS-5 can be used 

for in-vitro mechanical tests and preclinical studies. 
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5. Conclusions 

According to the above results and discussions, the following conclusions can be 

reached: 

5.1. Conclusion 1 

Following the design of DGS-12C, DGS-12D, DGS-10A, DGS-10B, DGS-7, and DGS-5, 

these stents can be subsequently tested in vitro due to their long stent lives, proper radial 

force, and large hoop force, and can be implanted in the pulmonary valve position in 

future intro testing and large animal studies. 

5.2. Conclusion 2 

Autologous heart valves can be firmly sutured onto the functional stents to maintain the 

original geometry prior to implantation for real-time application. Here, the stented 

autologous pulmonary valve can adapt to various RVOT anatomies to ensure ideal 

anchoring with safe hemodynamic conduction while preventing paravalvular leak and 

coronary artery occlusion. 

5.3. Conclusion 3 

Peri-implantation cardiac CT 3D reconstruction and stent simulation can be carried out to 

better evaluate and visualize pre-clinical and clinical studies. 

5.4. Conclusion 4 

The blood flow simulation of RVOT+PA may serve as a significant factor for stent and 

autologous pulmonary valve design in sustaining the shear force during the whole cardiac 

cycle in various hemodynamic situations, especially with respect to the anterior leaflet of 

the pulmonary valve. 
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6. Limitations 

This study only provided the functional stent design for transcatheter autologous 

pulmonary valve implantation. It demonstrated this using limited simulations without 

conducting mechanical or in-vivo tests. In addition, this study was limited by the 

computer’s RAM in conducting further simulations, such as in the stent+ RVOT+ PA blood 

flow simulation during the entire phase of stent deployment. Furthermore, In Group 2 and 

3, the crimped stents were still with the out-stretched crowns at the top, middle and basal 

segments due to the author’s insufficient background of engineering and metathetic 

background, which need further improvements in the future design of TPVR devices. 

Finally, although new leaflet hosting zones for all stents can be designed according to the 

different designs of a 3D shaping autologous pulmonary valve, the simulation results may 

change due to the corresponding changes in the stent architectures and sizes. Therefore, 

"one-size-fits-all" stents require a flawless "one-size-fits-all" autologous pulmonary valve. 
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7. Future perspectives 

7.1. TPVR from an autologous pulmonary valve 

Transcatheter autologous pulmonary valve implantation may have an even greater 

potential for application in patients suffering from valvular diseases and congenital heart 

diseases. 

7.2. TaPVR – A lifetime solution for patients 

Functional stents for transcatheter autologous pulmonary valve implantation may address 

a variety of contemporary clinical issues, such as PVL, coronary occlusion, and 

inadaptation in various cardiac anatomies, in order to adopt the new autologous heart 

valve for a patient’s lifetime. 

7.3. Functional stents for TaPVR 

The findings of this study will hopefully serve as a foundation for further improvements in 

transcatheter autologous pulmonary valve implantation devices.  
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